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ELECTIONS HELD
BY OUTING CLUB
Twelve Members Chosen at
Meeting Held on April 4
in Ballard Hall
SMITH TRIP PLANNED
Eight Outing Club Members
Leave for Northampton
—Crowell in Charge
At a meeting of Blue Circle Council
on Wednesday night, executive board
of the Outing Club, annual elections
were held to fill the twelve positions
of the Council. George I. Parker, Jr.,
was unanimously elected chairman,
which position he has properly earned
by his continued interest in the Club
during the past three years. Alvin
Parker was elected secretary, and
Glenn Stewart, treasurer. The direc
torships of public relations is to be
filled by Clinton McLane; trips, Frank
Musgrove; cabins and trails, Leon E.
Magoon; carnival, Arthur Toll; win
ter sports, Melvin A. Wright; fish and
game, Arthur MlcLane; membership
and instruction, William F. Weir;
and women’s activities, Helen Hender
son. Walter Brown was elected as
assistant director of trips.
At a previous meeting of Blue
Circle, Miss Gwenith Ladd, an instruc
tor in physical education for women,
was given honorary membership,
which privilege has only been ex
tended to one other: Miss Edna Boyd,
also a member of the University staff.
Genevieve Blake, Laurent O. Dubois,
Arthur McLane, Dorothy McLeod,
John Maddock, Glenn Stewart, and
William Weir were elected to Blue
Circle membership.
Guest Trip With Smith
Tomorrow morning eight Outing
Club members will leave Durham for
a guest trip with the Smith College
Outing Club near Northampton, Mass.
Lewis Crowell, retiring' O. C. chair
man, will be in charge, and those ac
companying him include Clinton Mc
Lane, Joseph Miller, Alvin Parker,
Hollister Sturges, Edgar Wyman,
Leon Magoon, and Henry Dunn. This
trip is a return one by the Smith
Club, which was entertained last No
vember when New Hampshire was
host at a trip on Mt. Lafayette.
Guest trips with Jackson Outing
Club and Mt. Holyoke Outing Club
are being planned for the last week
end in April to Mt. Monadnock and
the week-end of May to Crag Camp
on Mt. Adams*. respectively. A ski
trip to Tuckerman’s Ravine will be
run over the week-end of May 12.
Although no date has been definite
ly set as yet, the Outing Club will
soon hold an “office warming” at its
new quarters in Ballard Hall, at
which time supper will be served the
members, to be followed by movies
of fall and winter activities, and an
informal dance. The annual dinner
for Blue Circlers is planned for the
latter part of this month, to be held
at Mendem’s Pond cabin, at which
time members of the Outing Club’s
Alumni Advisory Council will be
guests.
’28—Dr. George S. Nossiff is now
serving an interneship at the Wads
worth Hospital, 629 West 185th street,
New York City.
ex-’29—A daughter, Sarah Jane,
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur An
drew of Gorham, Me., on March 24,
1934.

Ye Golden Bull
Editor Speaks
Every day you all hear quips
or witticisms in class or even
perhaps in other places. Why
not remember them and jot
them down for future reference
(meaning the Golden Bull) ? If
we are fortunate enough to ob
tain faculty approval for the
Golden Bull, your favorite (orig
inal if possible) bit of humor
may earn you a year’s subscrip
tion to the budding campus hu
morous publication. If you have
a cartoon that you think would
interest the students drop a note
to our art editor, Delfo Caminati. All your quips and smart
sayings, of course, should be
forwarded to Bernard Snierson,
humor editor. And be you fac
ulty, student, or just plain John
Citizen, if you feel a bit of ad
vice coming on (apologies to
Ben Bernie) why not waste a
postcard on:
ROGER LAMBERT,
Editor-in-chief

Spring Play of Mask
and Dagger Selected
Welch, Marshall Get Lead
Roles of “The Late
Christopher Bean”
“The Late Christopher Bean,” a
great comedy success, originally pro
duced in Paris as, “Prenez Garde a la
Peinture,” has been selected as the
spring presentation of Mask and
Dagger.
Adapted from the French by Sid
ney Howard, Pulitzer prize winner
with, “They Knew What They
Wanted,” the play started in 1932 in
Ford’s Theater in Baltimore, imme
diately moved to New York, and has
been very successful in America ever
since. Latest triumph of Sidney How
ard has been in producing in collab
oration with Sinclair Lewis, an adap
tion of the novel “Dodsworth” for the
stage, now running with capacity au
diences in New York.
In the American cast, Abby, the
maid, was play'ed by Pauline Lord,
while Walter Conolly took the part of
Dr. Haggett. Conolly is now in pic
tures playing Charlie Chan.
Caroline Welch will appear as Abby
in the Durham Players’ presentation,
with Warren Marshall taking the part
of Dr. Haggett. These will be sup
ported by a cast including Donald
Fassnacht, Irene Couser, Donald MacArthur, Frances French, and others
not yet placed.
A backwater town, not too far from
Boston is where the scene is laid; in
the typical Yankee house of Dr. Hag
gett. ‘ The play, a comedy through
and through, clever in the places
where it is not hilarious, promises to
be the most amusing show given by
Mask and Dagger for some time past.
Originated in France, “The Late
Christopher Bean” has turned into an
international play within the last two
years. After its American success it
was taken to England. There, with
the plot transposed so that the back
water town is a rural English vil
lage, it is running as a huge success
in London at the present time. In a
(Continued on Page 6)
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and Casket
Military Training—an Editorial Casque
Ball Tonight at Gym

This paper gave space last week to 1 patible with the well-nigh limit
an article dealing with the legal sta less extent of the war powers
tus of military training in the state * * * which include, by necessary
colleges and especially in reference implication, the power, in the
to our own institution and state. It is last extremity, to compel the
unfortunate that the author of the armed service, of any citizen in
article in question was guilty of cer the land, without regard in gen
tain vital errors in legal interpreta eral.” (283 U. S. 605)
tion and fact, thus presenting a much To return to our former point, how
distorted view of a situation which, ever, the fact remains that Section 4
in his own opinion, is greatly in need of the Morrill Act, the section where
of clarification. We cannot see but in reference is made to military func
that Mr. Rudd has succeeded only in tions in the state colleges, stands as
adding to the already existing confu intact today as the day it was passed.
sion on this subject.
No subequent legislation has ever been
When, in speaking of the case which put into effect which would modify it
was recently taken to the United in any way.
States Supreme Court from the state Mr. Rudd goes on to say that “Ap
of Maryland, Mr. Rudd says that parently the statement of purpose was
“ . . . the Supreme Court . . . refused interpreted to say that the military
to consider the problem as it was tactics should be compulsory, but it is
raised in Maryland on the grounds difficult to see why agriculture and
that the Morrill Act specified neither mechanic arts (our italics) were not
one thing nor the other . . .” he, sim also compulsory.” Here, of course, he
ply and plainly, does not know where refers again to the Morrill Act. How
of he speaks. This is an express er ever, this act expressly states that
ror, inasmuch as the case in refer part of its objective shall be “. . . to
ence had not the remotest legal con teach such branches of learning as are
nection with the Morrill Act, but was related to agriculture and the me
taken to the Supreme Court by the chanic arts . . . ” The meaning of
defendant, Ennis H. Coale, on the such wording should be clear enough
grounds of violation of his constitu in itself, and requires no further com
tional rights. The case was dismissed ment.
by this judicial body “for lack of a The author of this article then
substantial Federal question.” Legal draws a conclusion to the effect that
ly interpreted, this means that the “ . . . no law makes military train
defendant had no constitutional right ing compulsory here, for neither con
which might support him in his role gress nor the state legislature has seen
fit to pass such an act.” With this we
of “conscientious objector.”
In this connection it is worthwhile certainly cannot agree. Section 4 of
to recall the statement rendered by the Morrill Act very definitely states
the Supreme Court in the case of that military tactics shall be taught
United States vs. McIntosh, which in the colleges which the act in its
entirety provides for. While it is true
reads as follows:
“The conscientious objector is that nothing is specifically said there
relieved from the obligation ip in to the effect that such military
bear arms in obedience to no con training shall be compulsory, neither
stitutional provision, express or is anything said to the effect that it
implied; but because, and only be shall be elective or optional.
Naturally, the only way to deter
cause, it has accorded with the
policy of Congress thus to re mine the real meaning of this pro
lieve him. * * * The privilege of vision is to attempt to discover the
the * * * conscientious objector intentions of the framers of the law.
to avoid bearing arms comes not The matter of “intention of the par
from the Constitution, but from ties” is a very important and very
the acts of Congress. That body essential tool of the law in any legal
may grant or withhold the ex situation. It is also essential to re
emption as in its wisdom it sees call the circumstances which sur
fit; and if it be withheld, the round any piece of legislation at the
* * * conscientious objector can time of its enactment, if it is desired
not successfully assert the privi to obtain a correct interpretation of
(Continued on Page 5)
lege. No other conclusion is com-

“Nitehawks” Will Furnish
Dance Music for
the Evening

Casque and Casket will hold its an
nual ball at the Men’s Gymnasium
this evening at 8 o’clock. This dance
will be a formal affair and the ad
mission is $2.20.
This year booths, each designed and
constructed by a fraternity, will pro
vide the chief decorations. A prize
will be awarded to the fraternity hav
ing the best booth in the opinion of
the judges. This feature, absent
from the ball last year because of the
depression, has been the main decora
tive scheme of other Casque and Cas
ket balls.
“Nappy” Prevost, a popular enter
tainer, will direct the Nitehawks and
will act as master of ceremonies.
The chaperones will be Prof. aod
Mrs. T. V. Kalijarvi, and Lieut, and
Mrs. G. B. Anderson. The committee
in charge of the ball is: Leslie Pike,
chairman; Ronald Wilde, and Alvah
Swain.

Results
Most Representative of the
Blue and White
Delfo Caminati and
Ruth H. Johnson
Results of Women Students
Government Election:
President,
Ruth Witham
Vice President,
Dorothy Richardson
Secretary,
Dorothy Foster
Treasurer,
Arlene Brazel
Senior Members:
Jane Slobodzian, Grace Ernst
Junior Members:
Helen Henderson,
Catherine Mason

Appointment Made
to Agr’l Faculty
Prof. Morrow of Rutgers
University to Begin
Work Here July 1

Dr. Tehyi Hsieh is theProfessor
Kenneth S. Morrow of
College of Agriculture of Rutgers
has been appointed Pro
Next Convo Speaker University
fessor of Dairy Husbandry in the Col
Director of Chinese Trade
Bureau Spoke Here on
March 1, Last Year

lege of Agriculture of the University
of New Hampshire, according to an
announcement issued here on April 3,
by President Edward M. Lewis. Pro
fessor Morrow will succeed Professor
J. M. Fuller whose resignation has
been accepted. He will begin his du
ties at the University on July first.
Professor Morrow received his first
degree from the University of Minne
sota in 1918 and immediately there
after entered the Army in which he
served for the duration of the World
War. For five years he gained prac(Continued on Page 6)

Mischa Tulin Plays
at Convo. on April 4
Large Audience Hears Odd
Theremin Instrument
in Murkland Hall
At convocation on April 4, Murk
land Auditorium was packed to the
doors with students and a goodly
number of professors who heard
Mischa Tulin play a theremin, a com
pletely electrical instrument. This in
strument, probably the most difficult
one to play which has ever been in
vented, was conceived in Russia by
Professor Theremin, of Moscow Uni
versity. Not getting sufficient sup
port in Russia, the, professor came to
this country where in cooperation
with engineers of the Radio Corpora
tion of America he evolved, about two
years ago, an instrument similar to
the one played by Mr. Tulin.
The music which is in reality a
modulated and controlled radio squeal,
similar to those given off by ordinary
radio receivers, is controlled by two
metallic rods extending from the box
like apparatus. A perpendicular one
regulates pitch, while one extending
horizontally controls the volume. By
moving his hands in the sensitized
area near the rods, the operator
translates the normal hum of the in
strument into the modulations and
notes of music.
While its most pleasing range is
within that of the violin and the cello,
which it simulates, it is capable of
tones much higher and much lower
than either of them. However, its
lower tones although powerful, are a
trifle harsh, and its highest notes de
generate into somewhat of a squeal.
Mr. Tulin, after explaining his
i^>vel instrument, played Ave Maria,
Song of the Evening Star, Calm as
the Night, The Cradle Song, and By
By By. The interest of the audience
(Continued on Page 2)

Dr. Tehyi Hsieh, director of the
Chinese Bureau of Trade in Boston,
will speak at convocation next Wed
nesday. Dr. Hsieh has spoken here
before, at the convocation held on
March 1, 1933, in which his subject
was “The Manchurian Situation.”
Dr. Hsieh, a graduate of Cam
bridge in England, serves in the of
ficial capacity of interpreting acts of
the Chinese government to the United
States. China has no organized con
sular service, but through Dr. Hsieh
and the Trade Bureau affairs con
cerning Chinese trade and commerce
are handled.
Dr. Hsieh also serves as a repre
sentative and guide for Chinese stu
dents in New England colleges. Be In reply to the action taken re sense of the American people. Why?
cause of his energy and dynamic per cently by two students, Gordon Mar Let us analyze the situation. A hardsonality he has been called the “Theo tin and Jesse Flansburg, in opposing headed New England farmer speaks
dore Roosevelt of China.”
military training as a compulsory up. W hat about your policemen?’
course on the University curricula, The answer comes. ‘That’s easy.
Dean Charles H . Pettee, eighty-one Of course we have to have policemen.
year old solon of the University, re We hire them. That’s voluntary. A
cently gave his views in an open let good many men like the job. We
ter to T h e N ew H a m ps h ir e .
pay them well and get results.’ ‘Not
letter is as follows:
so fast. We do not get results unless
Well-Known Boston Author The
“The
thought
of
the
world
today
is
we
them and help. Isn’t it the
and Journalist Will about peace. The mass of people long dutyback
of every sheriff or policeman, in
Talk Here, April 18
for it. Our own nation has worked case of emergency, to call upon
it unceasingly and relatively un every able-bodied citizen to aid him
Mr. Lucien Price, of Boston, will be for
selfishly
since the war. Progress has in upholding the law?’ Suppose
the speaker at the next meeting of been made,
but not enough to satisfy he calls upon Mr. Objector for
the MacDowell Club, which will be
mass of our people and of some help. Mr. Objector replies, ‘That’s
held at eight o’clock on Wednesday the
other peoples. Many fail to appreci not my business. I am not trained for
evening, April 18.
Mr. Price is a well-known publish ate the difficulties to be overcome and it.’ ‘Aren’t you on the football squad
er and has been in the journalistic the patience necessary to revolution at X University?’ ‘Yes, but you see,
field for twenty-seven years. He is a ize the militaristic habits of a world. I want to play football and that takes
graduate of Harvard University and “Up jumps the enthusiastic reform up all my extra time so I didn’t elect
is a contributor to the Atlantic er. ‘Away with your pretense, your military drill.’ ‘You say you are an
Monthly, The Yale Review, and Na finesse and your procrastination. The athlete, and yet would not help an
tion. Mr. Price is a versatile writer only way to stop war is to stop fight officer in an emergency?’ ‘Well, you
and is deeply interested in all phases ing. Let everyone agree to refuse to see I don’t believe in fighting any
of creative work and artistic expres fight and the thing is done.’ This way. It’s against my principles.’
sion. He is also the author of Im sounds fine and organizations are ‘But the law calls on you to help. Are
mortal Youth, A Message to the formed; orators and writers proclaim you not a good citizen?’ ‘Yes, but,
Middle Class, The Pillar of Fire, From their views. The effort soon dies there’s a higher law than that of
Doomsday to Kingdom Come, and down. The medicine doesn’t take. man. I am a follower of Jesus and am
Winged Scandals.
It hasn’t appealed to the common
(Continued on Page 3)
At the same meeting there will be
an exhibition of original painting by
two members of the club: Mrs. Clark
Stevens and Professor Paul Schramm.

University Dean Comments on the
Opposition to Compulsory R.O.T.C.

Senior Skulls Elect Sophomore Class to Price, Speaker, MacSix Junior Members Hold Party April 11 Dowell Club Meeting
Will Feature
Glover, McKiniry, Walker Get-together
Entertainment
and a
Pledged to Honorary
Square
Dance
Society

The Senior Skull honorary society
recently announced the names of the
men in the junior class who have been
elected to membership in the organi
zation. .
The newly elected members are as
follows:
Robert “Curt” Funston, of Lambda
Chi Alpha, who has served as presi
dent of the freshman and sophomore
classes and member of the student
council during those years. He has
been a member of the University
track team for three years and has
served two years on the varsity bas
ketball team. Last year he was a
member of the relay team.
Elton Robert Glover, Theta Chi,
member of the cross country team for
three years and the winter sports
team last year. He has been a mem
ber of Scabbard and Blade, the So
ciety of Civil Engineers, Y. M. C. A.,
Band, and Sphinx. He won the Del
ta Chi cup during his sophomore year.
Kenneth McKiniry, Kappa Sigma,
who participated in freshman and
varsity football and basketball for
three years. He was a member of
the Sophomore Hop Committee, Stu
dent Council and N. H. Club.
Julian Miller, Lambda Chi Alpha,
a member of the freshman and var
sity football and track teams for three
years and relay last year.
Arthur Toll, Alpha Tau Omega,
member of the basketball, baseball,
and N. H. Club for three years. He
was also on the Carnival Ball commit
tee, and Junior Prom committee. He
joined Blue Circle last year.
Fred C. Walker, Theta Chi, is a
member of the N. H. Club, basketball
and cross country teams. He belongs
to Casque and Casket, Intra-Mural
Board, Student Council, and on the
Junior Prom committee.

Wednesday, April 11, the sopho
more class will sponsor a get ac
quainted party at 7:30 in the Com
mons Organization room according
to a statement from Charles Joslin,
class president.
The committee selected by Joslin
and Harry O. Page, alumni secretary,
has arranged a program that includes
a square dance, a short talk by Rev.
F. S. Buschmeyer and a magician,
Herbert Gifford.
Betty Stoloff, Edward Rogers, and
Alvin Parker are the students in
charge of arrangements.
WEEK-END WEATHER FORECAST
Friday, April 6, 8 a. m.
A high pressure area of consider
able intensity is moving slowly east
ward over New England this morning
while a trough of low pressure and
warm air extends southward from
Hudson Bay to Texas, where there are
some indications of a minor storm de
veloping. Pressure is high and skies
generally clear throughout the west
ern portion of the country. As low
pressure moves eastward today tem
peratures will rise considerably and
there will be much cloudiness and
probably some precipitation, but high
pressure will overspread New Englang probably by as early as Satur
day morning accompanied by clear
skies and lower temperatures.
Forecast
Friday morning, fair and warmer
followed by increasing cloudiness dur
ing afternoon and early evening;
probably some rain tonight or early
tomorrow' morning. Saturday, clear
ing before noon followed by fair and
cooler Saturday night. Sunday, gen
erally fair and continued cool.
Donald H. Chapman,
Geology Department.

Religious Groups on
Campus Will Unite
Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., Community Church Group Will
Have Joint Cabinet
At a joint meeting of the cabinets
of the Y. W. C. A., Y. M. C. A., and
the Community Church Student Group
held on March 30 it was decided to
combine the three associations into a
single United Student Christian Move
ment which will study the needs of
the campus and build its program ac
cordingly.
This step is in line with a regional
movement and one might almost say
a national movement in student re
ligious groups. Old group statecontinued on Page 6)
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duties as American citizens are imposing upon the students this propaganda
TO THE EDITOR
menace and stirring up superfluous agitation for change.
OUR CONCEPTION OF TRUE YOUTH MOVEMENT
To the Editor of T h e N ew H a m p 
You
might
question,
“What
is
our
idea
of
a
true
youth
movement?
What
sh ir e :
Published weekly during the University school yeax by the students of The
University of New Hampshire, Durham, N. H. Offices: Editorial, Business, and constitutes a movement which is sincere in its purpose and ideal and just
Since
T h e N ew H a m ps h ir e printed
Week Beginning April 7
Circulation, Thompson Hall, Durham, N. H.
similar news and editorial comment
In case of change of address, subscribers will please notify the Circulation Man what place should youth occupy in a democracy?” The first consideration
ager as soon as possible. Please give old address as well as the new.
is that one should respect the ideals for which our fathers and forefathers
concerning the activities of the two
Saturday
Subscribers not receiving copy will please notify the Business Manager at once. fought—liberty and the Constitution of the United States. Secondly—it be
sophomore men against compulsory
Subscriptions maJe payable to The New Hampshire, Durham, N. H., $1.50 per
I
LIKE
IT THAT WAY
year. Single copies, five cents, at the office. Advertising rates on request.
comes necessary that we be armed not with meaningless, worthless, emotion
military training as did the Manches
Gloria
Stuart,
Roger Pryor
al
propaganda,
but
with
the
theoretical
and
practical
knowledge
of
conditions
ter Union, I am sending to you a
Entered as second class matter at the post office at Durham, New Hampshire,
under the Act of March 3, 1879. Accepted for mailing at special rate of postage as they actually exist. If the patient is to be cured we first must understand
statement
which
is
similar
to
the
one
provided for in Section 1103, Act of October 3, 1917. Authorized September 1, 1918. the many causes which have led up to his severe condition. Third, we must
Sunday
sent to the Union.
realize the relative size of the issue and attack only those problems with which
. The activities of Gordan Martin THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN
Mem ber of N . E . I. N . A .
our maturity and experience will permit us to offer a satisfactory solution.
and Jesse Flansburg in endeavoring Lionel Barrymore, Fay Baintor
E D I T O R ........................................................................................ ..
H o w a rd O rd w a y , T e l . 48-12
YOUTH AS A VITAL FORCE
to crystalize" opinion in favor of an
B U S I N E S S M A N A G E R .......................................................................................... H o w a rd Brooks
If the same people who are today agitating for industrial democracy*
optional military training course was,
A S S O C IA TE ED ITO R S
Monday-Tuesday
by Jimmy Bannon
W i ll ia m V . Corcoran
Jam es Burch peace and socialized control of our life would but confine their efforts and
as you stated, in accord with the line
E D ITO R IA L BOARD
NANA
of action of the other members of the
Managi ng E d ito r .......................................................................................................... Enoch Shenton sincerity to the many vital and pressing issues here on this campus and other
Bleachers crowded
Anna
Sten,
Lionel Atwill,
News E d ito r .................................................................................................................... Jo h n Arnfield campuses throughout the nation, would it not be more beneficial to both
Progressive
Club
peace
committee.
Sports E d ito r .................................................................................................................. James D u n b a r
Mud
dry.
Phillips
Holmes
W om e n's E d ito r ....................................................................................................... ... M arth a Burns youth and the institutions?
All house-cleaning begins at home. One must
Moreover the activities of these two
My father’s got a hose
Society E dito r ..................................................................... ................................ .......... Barbara Fuller
take
cognizance
of
the
fact
that
any
fair,
unbiased
criticism
of
an
institution,
Progressive
Club
members
was
form
W o m e n ’s Sports E ditor ............................................................................................ Ed it h Baldwin
What time is it?
Wednesday
B U S IN E S S S T A F F
an order, or even an individual involves first, the good points, second, the dis
ally approved at the last meeting of
Adve rtis ing Manager ................................................................................................... A lv i n Parker
What’s
this
special
request
num
FASHIONS
OF 1934
the Club by unanimous vote of all the
National A dv er tisin g Manager ...................................................................... Frede rick Michael advantages, and last, but the most important, intelligent constructive advice
Circulation Manager .................................................................................................... W a y n e Grupe
ber
Bill
Vaders
accomplished?
He
members
present.
as
to
how
the
conditions
existing
might
be
remedied.
This
procedure,
wet
William
Powell,
Bette
Davis,
F E A T U R E W R IT E R S
However, the Progressive Club is Frank McHugh, Hugh Herbert
H o m e r Ver ville
Jam es Bannon
Ralph C. Rudd
Co py Reader— Alice Gould feel, has been disregarded as many of the ideas set forth by individuals and seems to think he’ll have to fall in
B U S IN E S S A S S IS T A N T S
organizations alike has been from a biased viewpoint. It has been disregarded love again to get some words for it. not connected with the National Stu
Clyde S mith
Jo h n Saunders,
H a r r y Kendall
by youths who, through their earnestness and crusading attitude have adopted Hansome Ransom had another date dent League or any other Communis
Thursday
REPORTERS
tic
organization,
and
therefore
its
Mildred Doyle, B etty Stoloff, H arriet Towle, W innifred Carlisle, Daniel Atoman, the slogan: “We have an axe to grind—let’s to!”
LET’S
FALL
IN LOVE
Rogers made an assist and didn’t lines of action are not dictated by any
Noah Levine, Mary W inter, Morris Toll, Genevieve Romonovski, Madlon Pickett,
A most important requisite of a true youth movement is thiat once stu and
Ruth W hite, Elizabeth Hanscom, Millicent Shaw, John Butler, Leon Cooperstein,
Ann
Sothern,
Edmund
Lowe
get
to
first
base.
Take
up
lacrosse
Frederick Bieber, Clint McLane, Delmar Jones.
dents have taken a definite stand on an issue, each member should have the Rogers, you can catch more with a Communistic group. Rather, the Pro
N E W S A N D SPORTS H E E L E R S
gressive Club is a group of students
courage to support his convictions. It is imperative that there be a definite
Howard Smith, Thelma Baxter and Howard Geddis.
Friday
that acts on the vote of its members,
organization behind the movement and responsible leadership that is not easily net.
BOLERO
DURHAM, N. H., APRIL 6, 1934.
swayed by public opinion. So often have we noted the founding of liberal The Hustle and Bustle of the win those members being anyone who is
organizations without a definite program, creative officers and poor leadership, ter term has passed and fewer people sufficiently interested to come to its George Raft, Carole Lombard,
meetings, where all sides of vital prob
Sally Rand
whose members within a short time could be converted to radicalism and are hurrying.
lems are discussed.
YOUTH MOVEMENTS
other extreme forms of thinking contrary to their original beliefs. Such an
Progressive Club would fail in
organization is lost; public opinion will not support it and it never receives Durham’s lovable lady chasers in The
purpose if its members should fail
“Those who know do not tell
recognition. Yet they wonder why the press, especially the college publica crease daily. They’re like eyes on a toits attempt
to realize their ideals. The
Those who tell do not know.”
potato; great in number, close to
tion, does not recognize their efforts.
action
of
the
members involved in the
gether,
and
“look”
so
good.
And so we would say in conclusion to those organizations of undergrad
It is extremely unfortunate that a few undergraduates on this campus
situation was the logical result of
and throughout the campuses of the colleges in this country are so gullible uates on campus or any other campus in America that if you would enjoy the The bleachers are beginning to careful
thought about national and
and readily accept with such sincerity and earnestness all of the propaganda respect and support of the American people for your program of reform, get look like a hen coop—all roosters af world situations.
The tragedy of “Nana,” Zola’s fa
yourself
a
set
of
prin0iples
and
ideals,
take
definite
stands
on
issues
and
of periodicals and newspapers sent them from radical and communistic or
An attempt to have the military mous
courtesan, portrayed by Anna
ganizations. Artists, (and there is a question as to whether or not they support them at all times, disregard all periodicals and newspapers that ter dark—
training course make room for the Sten'inthe
Goldwyn production
may be classified as such) arei being paid to destroy the principles and represent the work of propaganda artists, vision the inevitable results of Three lessons in reading to “Wee rights
of conscientious objectors who of "that titleSamuel
coming
the Franklin
ideals of democracy which have existed in this country since the birth of your continued support of radical societies ten years hence, and above all, Polly” who wants to know why we have taken
a carefully thought out Theatre Monday and toTuesday,
do some independent thinking and observation on current day problems, espe call Werner “Budget.”
our nation.
stand against military training is the 9 and 10, can be traced in the April
three
We are-indeed sorry for those undergraduates who are unable to dis cially campus issues. May we have in the future organizations confining
logical result of the desire for peace.
tinguish between false and worthless propaganda written by paid agitators their work to the best interests of the American ideals of democracy.
“Almost but” Ranchynoski seems to The stern lessons of history have men who loved her most ardently. The
young Lieutenant George
THE EDITOR.
and genuine constructive contemporary opinion on current problems that
be hitting for a thousand in a new taught some of us that national se handsome
Muffat,
who
loved her with a consum
some of our leading newspapers and magazines provide us with. Apparently
league. Says Ferne’s no flower; but curity is not best guarded by a mili ing passion and
in whom the fascinat
an acquaintance with actual facts does not seem to be necessary for the PLANNED EDUCATION FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS she’s good, rich and happy.
tary organization. Ever since nations ing creature found
the only real love
formation of their opinion on problems confronting us today.
have been in existence, their young she ever knew; his
elder brother,
We
feel
that
you
of
Durham
should
It might be well to pause and first give consideration as to what con
Citizens of the state of New Hampshire interested in the welfare of its be notified that the town now boasts men have been called upon periodical Colonel Andre Muffat, a staunch fam
stitutes a true youth movement, the manner in which they are conducted today institutions
and progressive development of its government should be high a yacht club. Three sloops, two ly to subject themselves to the horror ily man who found himself an unwill
and how they might be so conducted that they would serve the purpose for in praise of Governor
Winant’s establishment of the first state planning board bathtubs and a soap box. There’s of warfare for the sake of unrealized ing slave to Nana’s witchery; and the
which they were intended.
in
the
United
States
and
for his untiring efforts to hold the meeting of the one place to learn to paddle your own. goals; and under that system, the fatuous old Greiner, who lost his head
America today might be justly compared to a sick patient recovering National Planning Board in
ruthless competition for preparedness completely over her, and raised her
capitol city this week. It marks a new era
slowly but surely from a long illness, her principle ailments being social, in state government, we feel, our
has become increasingly dangerous to from the gutter to wealth and fame,
and
is
one
of
the
real
achievements
that
will
go
The
Lambda
Chi’s
second
fiddlers
political, and economic. Rather than nurse the patient back to normal health down in history for Governor Winant and his administration.
have “Hubby’s” future looking bright national security.
only to drop her back again because
by the application of safe and unharmful medicines which will give her re
The
Hon.
Frederic
A.
Delano,
uncle
of
the
President,
chairman
of
the’
er while he pines his afternoons away Those who recognize such facts, can of her devotion to the romantic young
newed vitality, hot-headed youth with an innate enthusiasm for action and National Planning Board and executive director of the Brookings Institution, with
skeleton. Follow Dunbar no longer support the military organ Lieutenant.
reform in all the institutions would kill the patient by abandoning capitalism an independent research organization in Washington for state and federal {“Pinka Eye”
still) take hard courses ization which is all too easily made a Samuel Goldwyn brought Miss Sten
and all of the principles and ideals of democracy which have hitherto made surveys, a man, superfluous to say, well qualified to speak on the subject of that come in the
morning like Forest tool of private profit, and which can to Hollywood a year ago last May and
possible a healthy and good life for the patient. Many of our so-called youth state planning made the following statement which we believe is of deep ry and Public Speaking.
not function without dragging civil spent eighteen months and a fortune
movements today whether liberal, radical, communistic, or otherwise can be significance to all undergraduates, the University trustees, administration,
ization down. As young people we
justly criticized for their lack of organization, and understanding of what and all education officials. He said, “It is highly essential that the students A choice bit of news has reached take our stand against offering all preparing her for her first picture.
the fundamental causes of the patient’s illness are and for their impression in the grammar school, high school and college should know what is going on us from the elite of Manchester. The our hopes for a normal constructive Lionel Atwill, Richard Bennett, Mae
they gave that their movement and opinion represents the concensus of about them in order that they may take the place of the veterans in the field.” reason Ed “.B rouser” Healy is so life on the altar of futile legalized Clark, Phillips Holmes and Muriel
appear in support of Miss
opinion among all undergraduates. As a matter of fact they represent a
in the place of such a Kirkland
Charles A. Eliot, executive director of the National Planning Board and quiet is so no one will know they call mass-murder;
Sten in the story of the rise and fall
minority group and a small one at that. How absurd it is for them to think grandson
system
we
seek
a
more
effective
form
him
“Junie”
at
home—Ah
well,
we
all
of the late President of Harvard made the following statement:
a lady of the bqulevards and the
that all undergraduates subscribe their principles and beliefs.
of national security which will al of
“Planning
is something vitally important to the life of the state and have our burdens—Remember Heinz. low
music halls of the gas-lit Paris of
THE FOLLY OF YOUTH—HOT HEADEDNESS
us
to
live
on
terms
of
good
will
It is something which should be inculcated in the young and by that The University, we understand, is with our brothers of other nations. 1870, suggested by Zola’s famous nov
Why is it that youth desires to be sensational and enter the battle with nation.
I
mean
the
people of 15 to 25 who can do something* about this matter now negotiating with Louis de cop to
el and freely adapted to the screen
their immature minds with a “crusading” attitude that by their deeds the and not theyoung
RHODA PEARSON,
person
of
70
who
is
too
old
to
carry
out
much.
Recently
this
Willard Mack and Harry Wagstaff
see
if
they
can
afford
the
wear
and
world would well benefit and be a better place in which to live? Attacking planning idea was introduced into our public schools through a textbook and
Chairman of Progressive Club by
Gribble.
great problems that should be left to older, more experienced and mature pupils in the primary, grammar and high schools were asked to suggest im tear on the street if the freshman boys
Dorothy Arzner directed the pic
minds, they appeal to the emotions of the people for their whole-hearted sup provements in their various committees. It was surprising what excellent play catch there.
Bannon can’t play ping pong you ture, and Richard Rodgers and Lorenz
port. Failing to receive such support from their undergraduates and elders, suggestions grew out of this request.”
So that’s why he’s “B l o n d y one should have seen that game Wednes Hart wrote “That’s Love,” a song that
they yell back: “Conservative and unprogressive! We, however, have learned
Our
part,
frankly,
as
we
see
it,
is
that
we
should
adopt
the
proposals
cake
of lemon soap at the 5 and 10— day at eleven p. m.
is sung by Miss Sten in “Nana.”
to accept their actions as a matter of course.”
Ask
Dinsmore—Yoo!
Hoo!
of
these
experts
who
have
made
these
problems
their
life
study
and
cooper
We agree with the Secretary of Agriculture, Henry A. Wallace, when he
with Governor Winant’s state planning board. This should be done by Well Wednesday came without rain
made a statement at the National Conference on Students in Politics at ate
the
and the board of trustees. It should be their honor to and the Army got their first work out.
Washington during the Christmas holidays that “There is no true youth, bringadministration
prominence
to
this University as well as prestige to the state by a “Archie” Lewis (Gasputin, before he
movement in the United States.”
continued
policy
of
planned
education which could be likewise adopted in got the new spring outfit) refuses
The criticism is very often made by our elders that colleges and uni
remaining 47 states of the Union. We might suggest the establishment to
versities in America are failing to give to our nation that trained leadership the
with the boys any more so he
the Liberals Arts College of a department to be known as “Public Affairs” hadplay
which they have a right to expect. Our belief is that this criticism is a result in
a platoon of his own in the grand
where
students
politically
inclined
and
interested
in
the
problems,
policy,
and
of exaggeration of the transformation which people expect a few years of mechanics of government could study thoroughly our state government’s stand.
education to work. This belief may be also attributed to the failure of our
divisions, the Judicial, Legislative, and Executive. Speakers enrolled Long “Les,” Durham’s imported
elders to realize that colleges have but four years in which to instill within three
on
the
payrolls of our own state as department heads could easily make the Gary Cooper seems to be co-starring
the undergraduate a desire for knowledge and a keen observation ofj whal hour’s ride
from our capitol to bring to the students the many vital problems with Jeanette McDonald in a serial.
is going on in the world about him. Once he has left the university, it re
state government.
We’ve been watching for the final
mains to the individual’s initiative whether or not he will continue his educa in theAuthorities
and state government could be engaged by the Uni chapter but its no- where in sight,
tion and become an asset to the community in which he lives. Education is a versity to speak onto city
the classes. We prefer to learn not from textbooks but with spring and all.
process of learning which takes the entire life of an individual to acquire and from men actually concerned
government. Four years of study in po
then a few questions as to whether or not a person is ever fully educated. litical science, economics, publicwith
affairs,
and history plus three years Here over the Easter week-end re
The truth is that the colleges are not entirely to blamei for their lack of of study in a law school for all interestedEnglish
in
continuing
their education would minded us of that book Death in the
leadership, and the prevalence of radical and communistic minorities in their insure the individual a substantial background for intelligent,
Afternoon.
student bodies. The blame may be placed at the door of some of our sup political leadership in the community or state in which he lived.constructive,
If
we
are
posedly educated elders who, through disloyalty to their Constitution and to retain democracy such a policy as we have outlined must sooner or later Mike Cummings—a large block off
old chip doesn’t know whether he’ll
be adopted. We refuse to remain ignorant of how our government is man the
get
a girl this spring to tell his
aged by petty politicians. We appeal to that member of the New Hamp troubles
* i' * ■
:<* -i' * * * * » ****
shire legislature who is interested in the welfare of his state to write our them. to or stay single and drown
THE NEW
appeal in the form of a legislative bill at the next session of the legislature.
DENTISTRY
We are quite certain that such prominent men of public affairs in the state Even the great make mistakes.
as Governor John G. Winant and Huntley Spaulding, ex-governor, would sup Editor-in-Chief Ordway seems to have
A Phase of Preventive Medicine
EXPERT WORK
port our intelligent appeal.
displayed a choice vocabulary after
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opportunities for a career
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the wrist and arms instead of the teen weeks work gone for a little
until
it’s biteless. No wonder it became a
Opp. R. R. Crossing
W rite fo r catalogue
fingers as in a usual instrument, lady. Confident why he says his girl
Leroy
nation-wide
favorite before it had a line of
in
this
remarkable
scientific
spectacle
very fast music cannot be played doesn’t like grab bags she wants to see
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was evidenced by hearty applause because of the comparative slow what she’s getting. Keep a stip up advertising! Won’tyou let BRIGGS speak
for itself, in your own pipe?
which influenced Mr. Tulin to give ness with which the wrist moves per lip, “Austie.”
several encores. An assistant played as coihpared with the fingers. But
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Mr. Tulin expressed the hope that Adrienne Pincense, who defines a
accompaniment.
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Book).
case showed several vacuum tubes powerful and pleasing tone of the
produce the tone and transmit present machine.
Tobacco itwhich
Candy
Parker, if you want the nickel re
to a loud speaker.
cently
lost in the college brook, we
In discussing the limitations of the New York, N. Y.—From 150 to 200 saw three
co-eds rescue it and
theremin, Mr. Tulin stated that in its college students will be trained for we know forfair
a
fact
that the president
Magazine
Newspapers present state, the machine is prac the study of public affairs by a three of one of the women’s
prom
tically impossible of mastery by an months stay in Washington annually, inent campus societies hasmost
it
in
safe
ordinary person. He said that since it was announced by the national stu keeping.
there are no frets or keys, the player dent federation. The students chosen
has
no definite position where he can on a scholarship basis will be given Editor’s Note:—
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Now in 1911 the editors turned over Adams; London Life, 1925—pages and Miss Mary Winter, piano, played Rather it is the duty and the privilege watched college professors try to kill write another soon, and wish to pro
the magazine entirely. One very great from Arnold Bennett’s journal; The prelude and postlude. A quartette, of the trained mind to destroy no the ideal of protection with that of duce a series of songs which will be
reason for this change was that the Loved Elizabeth, Clemence Dane; composed of the Misses Marguerite ideal but to balance conditions as they free trade while a practical world has popular in Durham. All the songs
American Economic Association had Memories of My Father, Countess Parlin, Blanche Bailey, Doris Good arise and to support that ideal which retaliated and tried to kill the ideal of will be written on subjects dear to the
just decided to issue its own review, Alexandra Tolstoy; First Flight, a win, and Mary Winter, accompanied good judgment dictates.
free trade by protection. Of course heart of University students. The
and some of the Yale Review editors poem by Robert Tristram Coffin; His by Miss Carolyn Welch, also assisted “No ideal should ever become a both are wrong, and right living re authors felt the need for some music
were interested. The old Yale Review tory and the Biographer, Wallace with the service. Miss Lura E. As- standard. Peace is far from the high quires balancing the ideals as circum with imaginative appeal and delight
Folio begins with this issue a little had thus served as an excellent fore Notestein; 1933, a poem by Archi pinwall directed the meditation of the est
ful melody written on subjects allied
ideal. It is often the most selfish stances and times demand; not by ul with
series which, it is planned, will con runner of two important specialized bald McLeish and a real one; The group toward the meaning of Easter
the school spirit of the Univer
timate
principles.
tinue through the present term. One periodicals. Now it was to have a dif Happy Valley, Alvin Johnson. There morning in life. She chose as her one.
sity.
“Fortunately
we
have
a
national
doesn’t need to go any farther than ferent life.
is also, singularly enough, an older subject: “Their hearts burned within “Living with the spirit of love with president today who is trying to bal
in us is by almost universal consent
the Library or our downtown stores The old editors prophesied on re essay by William Graham Sumner, them as they went.”
ideals. The danger is that he GOLDEN BULL EDITOR
to observe how* many magazines, tiring that the Review would continue just discovered, called Bequests of the Following the service a committee, the highest ideal. That does not mean ance
may
be
overbalanced himself by ad
young and old, good and bad, are be and prosper, with an appeal to 19th Century to the 20th. These be composed of Margaret Tobey, chair that we should give up all other ideals visors who
PETITIONS FACULTY
have ideals they wish to
ing issued these days. The Library it thoughtful and educated men general quests are clearly shown to be more man, Edgar Wyman, Ted Johannis, and do nothing but love others. Lov reach.
self cannot subscribe to all of these ly. The prophecy was a good one. Wil numerous than some modernists sup Rosamon Cole, Mary Annicchiarico, ing does not feed the hungry, clothe “Is it presumptuous for me, fellow The editors of the Golden Bull an
magazines, but even then many ap bur L. Cross, professor of English at pose. In the current issue, the win Josephine Wallin, Frances Ring, Con- the destitute and stop robbery, kid students, to earnestly warn you of the nounce that a petition will be for
pear on its shelves. It is the inten
later dean of the graduate ter issue, one finds again some highly radene Bowen and Charlotte Rowell, napping, murder, or selfish subjection futility of setting up an ideal as a warded to the faculty committee on
tion of Folio to run a series of articles Yale,
of weaker peoples. Wise and constant
school there, and since the governor representative names, varied inter served breakfast.
that must be reached at all campus publications this week-end.
regarding the most prominent of the of Connecticut, became the editor, and ests, and authoritative and truthful
resistance to evil, not selfish, easy go standard
costs
and
of the danger to progress For the past weeks members of the
magazines designed for general read has remained such until now—to writing, in such contributions as The
ing peace, is full living. Resistance of taking too
staff have been endeavoring to reach
University
Dean
ing. These articles are to be both in make, with the aid of his associates, Novels of Turgenev, Virginia Woolf;
should be mental at times but physi ideal hastily?”long steps towards an some agreement with representatives
Comments on R. 0. T. C. cal when absolutely necessary and
formative and critical, and will pre the Yale Review since 1911 as widely Functional Architecture, Everett
of national advertisers so that if a
C. H. Pettee, Dean
sent the history of these periodicals, respected as it was before that date. Meeks; Parleyings, a story by Walter
(Continued from Page 1)
best judgment approves.
petition were finally made, for fac
some details regarding the usual con The change was abrupt; the first de la Mare; and Hitler’s National So
“Above all things we should live
ulty approval of the Golden Bull proj
tent, and a few notes regarding re volume of the new series was not much cialism, Leoir Trotzky.
with an open mind for new method
ect, the editors would be able to pre
commanded
to
love
my
enemies,
I
cent issues particularly. It is the like volume nineteen of the old series. In September, 1931, Mr. Cross, the will not fight them.’ ‘Didn’t Christ of approaching high ideals, but re
sent a business statement that would
hope of Folio that the series will be It is worthy of note, howaver, that editor, published an article of his drive the thieves out of the temple member that setting up an ideal as a
assure the faculty that not only would
useful, and of interest even to the men who had hitherto supported the own called The Yale Review Comes of by force ? There are too many ex standard to be always followed has
the new student humorous publication
steady patron of the reading room. old review helped to initiate the new Age. It contained this significant ceptions to your principles,’ says Mr. always failed, always ought to fail,
be able to support itself financially,
Folio will be glad to know what read with a heartfelt tribute to one of sentence: “In the years that lie be New England farmer. ‘You have a and is not straight thinking.
but that the revival of the Golden
ers think of the idea.
America’s most vigorous and thought fore us, it will be the purpose of the free speech and a free press. Talk all “The above does not apply to mor Song With Campus Appeal Bull would in no way affect the other
The Yale Review
ful men, William Graham Sumner, Yale Review to advance peaceful civ you please but I guess we will let the als alone. It is just as pertinent in Composed to Meet Need student publications financially. The
Felt by Authors
Golden Bull, if the petition meets
The name Yale Review connects who had just died. And the new series ilization by an attempt to increase government run its own business a economics, political science and so on.
with faculty approval, will have its
that periodical in people’s imagina actually began with an essay by Sum and synthesize general knowledge, to while longer.’
We live in an unbalanced world and
tion with Yale University, and to ner himself, one which every one encourage reasoned thinking, and to “That is why pacifist principles do God has put a spark of idealism in During the last two weeks a local first number on the newsstands in
some extent rightly. It has been pub would do well to read, called simply liberate the creative process, which not appeal to common sense. If there man which on the whole is constantly dinner orchestra has been entertain time for the traditional Junior Prom.
lished in New Haven since its incep War. Other titles will serve to in always has been and always will be a single exception there is no developing, a step at a time, man’s ing its hearers with a selection com Although the magazine is still in
by two campus composers, and embryonic form, the editors are more
tion, edited by men at Yale, and con dicate the variety of the articles in the chief glory of the race.” That islonger
principle and straight leadership toward better approxima posed
has
received
many requests to repeat than pleased with the fine cooperation
tributed to by men at Yale or con the first volume: The New Social Hy seems also to be a fair statement of thinking arequires
tions.
that a person op
the
song.
“Wildcat
Waltz” is a nov they have had from editors of other
nected with the institution. The con giene, Shakespeare’s Comedy-Dramas, what the Review has done in the past. posed to fighting decide
“When
immature
enthusiasm
at
on the neces
elty
number
with
music
by William campus humor magazines who have
tributions have long been, however, Glacial Man, Thackeray’s Centenary It is a good magazine. People have sity at any given time and
tempts
to
jump
to
perfection
our
base
Vaders,
leader
of
the
University
or done everything in their power to help
received from many others not as (this last has been often reprinted). managed to survive, and probably his decision on an absolute not
principle hard-headed New England farmer chestra, and words by Herman Hart.
them, in their inexperience. Bernard
sociated with Yale, and officially the The present series has been con others will follow, without reading its laid down beforehand.
would
likely
say
there
was
needed
the
Snierson, humor editor of the Golden
The
melody
and
novel
arrangement
magazine is not at all connected with tinued for almost twenty-three years. unillustrated and somewhat formid
action of the wise father who, when
the university. It is rightly, as to During that time some of the most ably lettered pages. But he who does “Students of the University of New the children tried to run the house, of the piece have made the song im Bull, reports a fine response from
day it calls itself, a “national quar prominent men in the world have con not read the Yale Review will have Hampshire: The question at issue is sent them all to bed, while he himself mediately popular with many people budding humor-editors, who have sent
terly.”
tributed to its pages; its many book missed a great deal, be he doctor, law far broader and more important than kept a switch conveniently in sight who have heard it played, and prom voluntary literary contributions to the
It involves the question of for use if necessary.
ises to be a hit, according to its writ magazine. Much of the material that
To know the history of the present reviews have been thoughtfully yer, merchant, or just otherwise. pacifism.
real
living;
of
the
difference
between
ers. The song is by way of being a is sent to the Golden Bull will prob
weighed
judgments
concerning
the
magazine one must go back to 1843
thinking man and animal existence. “Please do not take the above as mystery to even the band which plays ably find its way, not only to the pages
and the first appearance of The New most significant books of the twentieth EASTER SUNRISE
'“ Real living is approaching, not snap judgment. It is the experience it, and it was not until recently that of the first edition, but also to College
Englander. This magazine had one century. We present an impressive
SERVICE
reaching ideals. An ideal is some of eighty years and the pondering of it was found to have been written and Humor, by whom Golden Bull may
very efficient editor, William Kings list of names, selected without great
thing good that is being approached. over fifty years on the philosophy composed by students in the Univer shortly be accepted as a contributing
effort
from
the
tables
of
contents:
ley, who served from 1859 to 1892.
living.
sity. At its first presentation, the college publication. Among the con
The magazine was by that time called Henry Adams, A. Lawrence Lowell, Fifty students gathered at Ballard There are thousands of ideals in the of “Individuals,
song met with acclaim, and encores tents of the first issue will be a short
even
educated
indi
Dr.
Harvey
Cushing,
Wm.
Howard
world
and
they
are
constantly
clash
The New Englander and Yale Review.
Hall last Sunday morning at six
story by Edward Dawson, who needs
called for.
In 1892 it was taken over by a board Taft, Dean Inge, Norman Angell, o’clock for a sunrise worship service. ing with each other. This is impor viduals, are constantly, but wrongly, were
no introduction to students on this
Vaders
and
Hart,
pleased
by
the
trying
to
kill
one
ideal
with
another.
Walter
Lippman,
Justice
Cardozo,
of historians and economists and
Miss Dorothy Richardson led the ser tant. There is no ideal so high as to
campus.
reception
of
their
first
effort
hope
to
For
example,
for
sixty
years
I
have
John
Masefield,
Wilbur
C.
Abbott,
supercede
all
others
all
the
time.
called The Yale Review, “a quarterly
vice. Miss Phoebe Graham, violin,
journal of history and political sci Gamaliel Bradford, Stephen Benet,
ence.” There were articles, reviews, Robert Frost, Walter de la Mare, Gil
and a section of comment; all these bert Murray. He who looks into the
dealt with history, political science, files of the magazine will find much
and economics. There were such titles of a transitory nature, as is true with
as German Tariff Policy, An Inquiry all periodicals, but will also find a tre
Concerning Our Foreign Relations, A mendous number of essays, articles,
New Study of Patrick Henry, Chinese poems, and even stories, which do not
date, such as Cardozo’s The Law and
and Medieval Gilds.
In 1896 came a change. The Am Literature (vol. 14) and Walter de la
erican Historical Association started Mare’s Broomsticks (vol. 15), to men
in that year the American Historical tion only two.
Review, and so the Yale Review be The last volume (1932-33) and the
came a “quarterly journal for the sci winter issue of 1934 certainly are su
entific discussion of economic, political perior, even though the 1932-33 vol
and social questions.” As such it con ume began in a political year and
tinued, with several changes in its there are numerous articles sure to
staff, until 1911. Then a tremendous lost interest gradually. Volume 22
change occurred. Three years before contains such contributions as these,
the magazine had been put in charge all good reading: The Voter: His
of the Yale Publishing Association. Rights and Duties, James Truslow
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Leaves —the heart of Lucky Strike

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

The Spring Term Meals
Figure on any basis you choose and you will find
that the University’s own dining hall will solve your
eating problem satisfactorily.
Quality—only the best ingredients enter into the
food served.
Quantity—liberal portions to satisfy healthy ap
petites.
Price—$5.50 for 7 breakfasts, 7 dinners, 7 sup
pers, or a $6.00 cafeteria ticket for $5.25 to be punched
for the amount on your tray.

The University Dining Hall

“It’s toasted”

As you can see from this picture— leaves —for which farmers are paid
Luckies’ fine, smooth quality doesn’t higher prices—for the center leaves are
just happen—for we use only the center the mildest leaves—they taste betterleaves! Not the top leaves because then—‘‘It’s toasted’’ —for throat pro
those are under-developed—not ripe. tection. And every Lucky is fully packed
Not the bottom leaves because those with these choice tobaccos — made
are inferior in quality—they grow close round and firm—free from loose ends
to the ground and are dirt-covered, —that’s why Luckies do not dry out.
coarse, sandy. W e select only the center Luckiesareall-wayskindtoyourthroat.

V Luckies are all-ways kind to your throat

N O X the top leaves—they ’re under-developed
—they are harsh!

Only the Center Leaves—these are the Mildest Leaves

They taste better

Copyright, 1934, The American Tobacco Company.

N O T the bottom leaves—they’re inferior in
quality— coarse and sandy \
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TRACK MEN WORK N. H. Lacrosse Starts
OUT ON CINDERS Practice at Memorial

APRIL 6, 1934.

•Intramural Track VARSITY
Held on April 21

Sports
Slants

Sweet Drills Runners on Fifteen Veterans Report to
W *t>
Phi Delta Upsilon Lead
Memorial Field Track
Theta Kappa Phi—
Coach—Wildcat First
Each Day
Baseball Discarded
Game With Boston
TWO MEETS AT HOME
by Jimmy Dunbar
Intramural sports will soon be ac
Prospects Appear Bright Drilling his men in preparation for
tively
in on campus. At
the
first
game
against
the
Boston
La
would like a frosh ball club, but present engaged
for Another Strong crosse Club, Coach Christensen has On the Athletic Department we
the
Phi
Delta
is lead
There seems to be much criticism we will also appreciate the completed ing among fraternitiesUpsilon
Wildcat Team
for the All
held practice every day since the be on campus at present directed chief diamond next spring.

BASEBALL TEAM
TO PRACTICE IN DOVER
STARTING NEXT MONDAY

Lisabeth’s Return to Diamond Will
Strengthen Outfield—Art Toll
Point Trophy. During the winter
With ideal weather conditions con ginning of the term. Although the ly at our athletic department. The Another angle is that some sport term
they won both the bowling and
Shifted to Second Base
fronting Paul Sweet’s track squad, Wildcats defeated the Boston Club main basis for this criticism seems team at the University had to suffer.
hockey intramurals. The Theta
practice has started on the cinder last year by a large margin, they may to be the failure of the department If the construction had been delayed the
Phi’s are holding the second
track and the men are rounding into find difficulty this year because of the to support a freshman baseball team until fall, the Kitten eleven may have Kappa
Alpha Tau Omega the third
fact that the Boston Lacrosse Club this year. Most people admit that been sacrificed. There would also be place,
good condition.
and the Lambda Chi Alpha’s FROSH REPORT
INFIELDERS HAD
As usual Coach Sweet is starting has many ex-collegiate stars and also the lack of a playing field is a fairly a great deal of difficulty in finding a place,
are
in
the fourth position.
his men slowly with a steady increase because they defeated the powerful good reason, but they gaze rather varsity playing field. The construc Intramural
baseball seems very FOR TRACK TEAM FIRST REAL WORK
of work. At the present time he is M. I. T. team by an overwhelming forlornly at the wide-open spaces, tion surely could not be completed in doubtful this term
as no field is avail
score.
occupied with the distance men,
pastures, apple orchards, etc., and either winter or summer. So we might
able. Unless Director John Conroy
broad jumpers, high jumpers, pole Coach Christensen has not yet de suggest that Coach Carl Lundholm give our athletic department credit can
find some field, baseball among
vaulters, and hurdlers. At the same cided on his starting lineup. However, take his charges out to one of these for choosing the least of a group of fraternities
will be discarded com
time Coach A1 Miller is concentrating most likely the letter men of last year spacious yards and create a ball club. very definite and imposing evils. pletely.
upon the sprinters and weight men. will play on the first team again Lundy does a pretty good job, but
The intramural track meet will
Constructively Speaking
Rapid strides are being made as all They are: Martineau, second attack; there is a limit, and it seems as if
advantages are being taken of the Morrissey, center; Wilde, home; the situation this year just about This appears to be the correct time take place April 21 at Memorial Field.
unusually warm weather. Although Batchelder, point; and Trow, goal. reaches that limit. The University for broaching the subject of a tennis The leading candidates are Alpha Tau
the track, is in fair condition, plans Other veterans who have drawn equip takes the responsibility for the in team. For the past three or four Omega and Theta Kappa Phi.
are made for improvement and this ment are: Moriarty, Armstrong, Tow juries received by its athletes, and it seasons students at the University Marston, last year’s singles tennis
and a member of Lambda Chi
will aid in bringing out the abilities er, Tuxbury, Sousanne, Sheehan, and cannot be criticized for protecting have
for a varsity tennis champ,
Healy. Besides the veterans there those athletes and itself. Injuries team, petitioned
Alpha,
will
no doubt continue to hold
of the various prospects.
but never have these petitions his championship.
In the doubles
With Bannon, Cunningham, and are a number of promising sopho come easily in baseball, and cow pas been successful.
Lack of sufficient fi matches, Alpha Tau Omega
favored
Funston in the sprints this depart mores who will probably play in some tures are perfect localities in which nances, lack of courts,
and other like to win. Webster will againis be
seen
ment should be unusually strong. At of the games. The experienced soph to accumulate those injuries.
have been offered as rea in action for the team.
present the best man is uncertain. omores on the squad are: Hubbard,' We have seen, in our frequent vis deficiencies
This year there seems to be Intramural swimming will take
Funston may participate in the 100 Robinson, Ross, Mellett, Larkin, Hard its to the gymnasium, pictures of a sons.
little
chance
either of these excuses place in the latter part of the spring
yard dash this season instead of the ing, and Sawyer, Burns, Reed, Fos New Hampshire student body which working. We ofhave
new courts
200 yard dash. Bannon is interested ter, McDonald, Galway, Coyne, Too- turned out in full force for the pur available, and thereseveral
should
be ample term. The Kappa Sigma’s are fa
in both the century and the furlong, lin, Gouch, Marshall, and Davis.
pose of aiding in campus development, opportunity to allow varsity candi vored to win again in this event.
but seems best in the shorter race. After only two weeks of practicing with soup lines and such things ably dates to practice. A splendid coach is
Cunningham is the logical winner of most of the freshmen who have re handled by willing co-eds. This year
on the payroll of the athletic money annually allowed to the Kitten
both sprints as he captured many vic ported are shaping into form. They the University is not calling on the already
department,
and this cannot be used diamond stars, Conroy could turn out
tories in his favorite events last year. have participated in a few scrim co-eds for any assistance, and they for the proverbial
loophole. John Con perfectly equipped tennis team. Cer
The hurdles will find Funston as mages and if they were eligible for are paying those who are doing the roy is well’ known in tennis circles, atainly
there is enough enthusiasm in
usual performing in nice style. the varsity team a few of them might work and carrying on the construc and would probably turn out a strong the school,
among players and
Levensaller will offer him competition see service. The freshman lacrosse tion. It might be possible for the team. There are several fine players spectators. both
present time seems
while Ranchynoski and Tryon of last men are Niggeman, Hosmer, Levine, rest of us to assist in the develop enrolled at New Hampshire, as is like the mostTheexpedient
year’s freshmen team will endeavor Johnson, Lang, Hepworth, Simpson, ment of our campus or to at least be clearly shown by the high grade of this subject, and we feelto introduce
our
McEvoy, Gowan, Merrill, and Har a bit tolerant of the efforts of others. tennis shown in intramural play. This students are entitled to somethat
to break through and place.
positive
The 440 yard dash has a promising graves.
When the present construction is com leaves but one loophole, finances. But,
We suggest that the
runner in Allard. Welch, Durgin, The schedule this year will be quite pleted, the University of New Hamp with the money which will be saved consideration.
athletic
department
.investigate the
Rogers, and Miller are also contest severe because of the fact that so shire will have one of the finest ath from freshman baseball, a varsity ten possibilities, and endeavor
ing for a starting position.
many vacancies in the first team line letic plants in New England, or any nis team could receive backing sec some definite action as soon toas take
pos
where else, for that matter. Of course ond to none. For a portion of the sible.
up must be filled.
(Continued on Page 5)

THIS FREE BOOK WILL TELL YOU
Shows 20 ways to test
nerves—all illustrated.
Instructive and amusing!
Try them on your friends
—see if you have healthy
nerves yourself. .. Mail
order-blank below with
fronts from 2 packs of
Camels. Free book
comes postpaid.
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY!

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Dept. 76-B W inston-Salem, N . G.

I enclose fronts from 2 packs of Camels.
Send me book of nerve tests postpaid.

Name _____________ ___ ________________________
(Print Name)

Street _________________________________ ___ ___
C ity ------------------------------------------------------ State ___________
Offer expires December 31/1934

Copyright, 1934, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

Impatience ?
No. It’s jangled nerves
Are you the kind of wide-awake,
“on-your-toes’’ person who hates
to be kept waiting?
Then you should be doubly
careful about jangled nerves.
If you find yourself nervously
crackling your newspaper—drum
ming your fingers on the table—

jumping at unexpected noises—
then watch your nerves.
Get enough sleep—fresh air—
recreation. And make Camels
your cigarette.
For you can smoke as many
Camels as you want. Their costlier
tobaccos never jangle your nerves.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU W A N T . . .
THEY NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
Tim e IU I CAMEL CARAVAN with Casa Loma Orchestra, Stoopnagle and Budd, Connie Boswell, Every Tuesday and
I U I I C 111! Thursday a t 10 P. M ., E.S. T.—9 P. M ., C.S. T.—8 P. M ., M .S. T.—7 P. M ., P.S. T., over WABC-Columbia Network

Experienced Men Report Moody Catches, Robinson
for Team—Coaches Have
at First in Opening
Bright Outlook
Drill at Gym
LARGE NUMBER OUT Profiting by the warm weather

which has favored Durham in the last
days, Coach Henry Swasey sent
Many Members of ’37 Cross few
his
varsity
candidates out
Country and Winter Track on Memorial pitching
Field for practice, using
Teams Report
the gymnasium for his infielders and
outfielders.
Swasey has announced that
With an unusually large number of he Coach
will
keep
pitching candi
candidates out for the frosh track dates, as mostall ofhisthem
team, Coaches Sweet and Miller will mores who may be developedareintosopho
first
have plenty of choice in which to class material. The veterans, McGraw
round out a successful team. The cin and Targonski, will share the twirling
der track has completely dried up so duties with the sophomore aces, Gaw
that the track squad now can get to and Weir, the latter being a south
work on their regular training sched paw. Another second year man who
ules.
rapidly, is Holt, portMany members of the frosh cross issiderdeveloping
who
played
the outfield last
country, and winter track teams are season. He will in
probably see some
out, and this fact will greatly service on the mound
this season, as
strengthen the outlook for the sea will McLoud, relief hurler
last season.
son. Bratt, Coney, Glover, and Mun- At present Coach Swasey seems
be
ton of the 1937 frosh cross country well fortified on the mound, but tonone
team are out for the distance events. of the men are definitely in shape
The outstanding men of the frosh yet.
winter track team, Captain Lekesky, as Freddy
seems to have
Woodruff, Mangold, Downes, Mc clinched theMoody
backstop
although
Donough, and Chertok will be ready Glenn Stewart, veteran, job,
and
Guy
to give the team their share of points. erzani have been looking very wellPedin
The dash events will be ably taken practice. Of course the boys have
care of. Joe Nathanson, captain of done no hitting as yet, and it is in
the 1937 frosh football team, will this department that the final choice
strengthen the team in the dash will be made. Moody has been work
events. Ben Lekesky, star of the win ing out indoors with the infielders
ter track team, is expected to be a and has been cutting loose in fine
leading scorer. Great results are ex form.
pected of him as his ankle, which he The infielders have had but two
injured at the Andover meet, has com days
work, although they have
pletely healed. Edward Swidzinski, playedof real
some
pepper games. Coach
a new comer in the field of track Swasey has been
able to get a line on
events, is showing great promise as a some
of
the
sophomore
material, and
dash man.
has
made
a
few
changes.
Art Robin
Strength in the 440 and the 880, as son, last year’s frosh captain,
be
yet, rests upon the shoulders of tried at the initial sack for thewillfirst
Downes and Woodruff. The half mile
days at any rate. Art Toll, last
and the mile events will be ably taken few
year’s
first sacker, has been shifted
care of by Bratt and Glover. Other second
base, where he will battle
men competing in the distances are to
another
veteran,
for the first
Coney, Chartok, Kimball, Munton, and string post. TollGrocott,
is
a
fine
fielder, and
Nottenburg.
it
is
hoped
that
his
hitting
add
Gus McDonough, who was the lead the punch to the Wildcat will
infield.
ing high jumper for the frosh winter Walker looks like a fixture at short,
track team, is again out for this event, with Landry still a dark horse. Jerry
George Meeker, champion speed skat Chase, sophomore second sacker, has
er, is out for the high jump. Ben Le been
over to the hot comer
kesky, and George Meeker are prac whereshifted
he
will
Charlie Joslin
ticing the running broad jump daily. and the veteran,battle
Red Ellsworth, for
The pole vault seems to be the weak the privilege of starting
the season.
est event of the team, for all the men Coach Swasey has announced
that he
out for it are inexperienced. The will probably keep two complete
in
freshmen out for pole vaulting are fields.
Crandall, Mattice, and Kramer. At Lisabeth and Demers seem like sure
present, Robert Manchester is the starters in the outfield. Both of these
only outstanding candidate for the men are hard hitters and are expected
hurdles.
to drive in a lot of runs for the Wild
The weight events have many prom cat
nine this spring. The other field
ising candidates practicing daily. At er will
be selected from a group con
present, all weight men are throwing sisting of
Scanlon, Stylianos, Haphey,
the shot put, the discus and hammer. Clark, Tucker,
the Currier brothers,
The javelin event will be practiced at and Keefe. If none
of these men live
the arrival of warm weather. Rogean up to expectations, then
Swasey will
and Maurice Kimball have been show probably shift either Weir
Holt,
ing considerable promise in the discus. hard hitting pitchers, to the oroutfield.
Karazia and William Wilson have Five or six outfielders will be re
been throwing the shot put far
for the season, with the hard
enough to satisfy the coaches. Segole tained
hitters most likely to be selected.
and Moody Howe have been throwing estCoach
Swasey will take his team
the hammer, and are continually im to Dover next
week for their first real
proving in form and in distance.
practice of the season. He will prob
ably divide the squad, taking infield
one day, outfielders the next, and
WOMEN’S SPORTS ers
taking along the pitchers late in the
week for a little batting practice.
Bad conditions on the field have Although the prospects appear to
prohibited the opening this term of be fairly bright on paper, the lack of
regular spring sports. However, there a regular playing field and the handi
is a hold-over of the inter-sorority cap of journeying to Dover each day
sports tournaments of last term. Bad may prevent the Wildcat nine from
minton and ping-pong games are be having a better than average season.
ing played. At present Bond and No schedule is ready as yet, but there
Boston lead the ping-pong series; Cra- is no game for at least two weeks.
ton, Grenier, and Spellman lead the
badminton. The basketball tourna
ments are still incomplete, and as yet,
Notice
the remaining games have not been
scheduled. The tennis courts are con
tinually used for classes and individ
The Quotation Club, under the
ual games, but no tournaments are direction
of George Abbe, will
yet in swing.
tonight at 8 P. M. in Bal
Until better ground conditions and meet
lard Hall. The principal topic
warmer weather, the women students for
discussion will be “War.”
of the University will have to par
those planning to attend are
ticipate mainly in in-door sports, or All
asked to have a quotation, ar
such things as bicycling, knitting, and gument,
question to bring be
skipping rope; evidences of which fore the or
group.
we have seen on campus these last
sunny days.

Alumni Notes

Eskimo
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honest dealing and loyalty to fellow And press a button and adjust a West Point may suffice for the
beings through every crisis are the
speed.
regular army in ordinary years
understood and unwritten codes of Years, years without a war! What if of peace, but it is wholly inade
A meeting of the Durham Branch
life. What place does that leave for
quate when a large army is to be
of the Association is being held to
they fought?
by George Abbe
night at 8 o’clock at Mendom’s Pond
our jealousies and suspicion and all Why should they fight? All things suddenly put into service. If we
ever expect to reduce the army to
with Judge Jeremy R. Waldron, x-’12,
the paraphernalia that load down the
desired are gained.
of Portsmouth, former Attorney Gen
civilized individual? Because we have Labor and love are clockwork. No its old dimension and again re
ly on the volunteer system for
eral of the State of New Hampshire, Truly, for the first time in motion forgotten how to “live dangerously,”
one starves,
asi speaker. Mr. Waldron takes for pictures we have life in essence and as a great philosopher exhorts, we And no one has a need I know about, defense, each state must have
his subject, “The Alternative of art in its most eloquent form. Eskimo have found time to stuff ourselves Unless it’s babies that exceed the law the means within itself to or
Municipal Borrowing.” Dr. Carl drove home with the keenness of with self-conceit and create all the Then why do rumors crackle round ganize and officer its own force.
With such a system as that here
Martin, ’25, and Dean M. Gale East a harpoon the bright and bitter real petty and commonplace horrors of a
my ears
man, ’13, are in charge of arrange ities which every intelligent person smugly “advanced order of living. Like saucy firearms on a sultry offered—nurseries in every state
must feel to the quick. There is no If a woman can be so completely
—a sufficient force would at all
ments.
noon—
times be ready to support the
Reunion plans for Alumni Day, avoidance of it. Amidst all our clam happy
Rumors
of
fights
on
airway
boule
living
and
working
for
one
she
cause
of the nation and secure
June 16, are fairly well established. or for mechanistic perfection and eco respects and would die for her, why
vards,
Governor John G. Winant has gra nomic security, this living, breathing do we take centuries of complicated And discontent in cities of the sea? that wholesome respect which be
to a people whose power is
ciously accepted the invitation of the primitive splendor strikes and scat
to make woman some ’d rather have the surface of the longs
always
equal to its preten
Association to be present at the ters our fancies with the rush of a manipulation
earth
thing else? And if man can be so
sions.
.
.”
Alumni Banquet. Prof. Thomas J. caribou herd. Security becomes the completely
happy (as much as mor Bend with eternal mutiny of fire,
“In a free government we
Laton has consented to act as chair enemy that defeats our own ends, and tals should be
happy) living the high And break into a thousand fissures have
proved, notwithstanding
man of the 1904 reunion; Laurence perfection the ruse that cheats us out est life he knows,
made
working and help
some
‘in
time of temptation fall
D. Ackerman is going to round up of all we labor for.
honestly, living next to the heart To cook my skin in lava to my neck, away,’ that
patriotism is spon
the 1909 gang for their 25th and to I think we will all admit that great ing
of things, honoring his fellow-beings, Than hear the whimpering of people’s taneous, but doubtless many val
help him there will be Miss Edna er happiness in one form or another knowing
wants.
loyalty and courage
uable lives would have been saved
Brown, Harry S. Townsend and Har is all that mankind ever struggled and love what
The
news of foreign riots dries my in
truly
are—why
do
we
add
the progress of the plagueold Wilkins; Mrs. Frances Nudd for. But we have lost our greatest steel and electricity to his flesh and
spotted rebellion had we not so
Krook is stirring up things in the virtues in civilization, and made our blood and count him happier? To our The blood,
copper-crested tower at Rome long assumed that military disci
Class of 1914; William E. Shuttle- happiness superficial. The unswerv way of thinking it is only his inveter
was
pline was also spontaneous. If
worth and Alpheus B. White are look ing lines of proof drawn by the lives ate desire to amuse himself and ag Wide opencracked
by a bolt. Ten engineers ever
again our legions are sum
ing after the interests of the 1919 of these Eskimos lead all to that focal grandize his self-conceit.
Were caught and blackened on high- moned to the field, let us show
class; Richard “Mud” Stevens and point. What can our theorists say
wires.
that we are not wholly unpre
Mrs. Helen Avery Rollins are making face to face with a living truth so Yes, we must adapt ourselves to And tension
in
the
city streets they jeered pared. These colleges founded
plans for the Class of 1924; Dane blasting and yet inexpressibly hu the environment of larger groups
name.
in every state will . . . to some ex
Cummings heads the 1929 Class; and man? What do our Freuds amount Yes, it is impossible to live the primi The my
East is rising. Angry-eyed re tent guard against the sheer ig
tive,
isolated
life
in
all
parts
of
the
Charles Wettergreen, Virginia An to,
our Malthusian prattlings, and world. All our industrialization and
volt
norance of all military art which
drews and Gordon Thayer have worked ourand
Bertrand
Russels
and
all
the
frills
Looks
from
her
million
roof-tops
shrouded the country, and espe
mechanism
and
forced
complication
out devious schemes for getting a
finery of superficial foppery? was necessary for large groups to
straight at me.
cially the North, at the time when
large number of the Class of 1932 on and
Have we built our citadels of steel exist together in a progressive man
the tocsin of war sounded at Fort
DAVID
the campus on Alumni Day.
and stone, our maze of motions and ner. But why have we not retained One thing must
Sumter.” (U. S. Experimental
first
be
done:
high-geared "efficiency to be laughed the spirit of the Eskimo through it Between the tallest buildings of your Stations Office Bulletin 152-157 p.
to scorn by the elementary Eskimo? all ? It is not the magnitude and
91)
Notice
What a pitiful striving after the one complication of the order we have Withstreets,
logs hewn out of lofty wilder The intent of such statements as
these should be clear enough to any
Orders for group pictures thing we have left behind us in the created that is to be deplored, but
ness,
one, even to such an ardent pacifist
taken last fall of all student leap and curve of the arrow and the rather the fact that it has stifled and Build us a church to God!
as Mr. Rudd. Of course, one might
organizations may be filled at sweep of currents and forces still warped our most natural and worth
THE
RULER
say that the passages quoted above
the Granite office, 302 Ballard greater than we are. Does the elim while impulses and tendencies and A church to God!
Hall. Orders for all student or ination of danger and constant even dulled the finer sensibilities You fool! What are you, madman or are expressive only of the personal
intentions of Mr. Morrill; but we
ganization pictures will be tak struggle give us greater happiness? which we claim are the craftsmanship
a ghost,
en until April 14. The pictures We would rather have one safe re of culture. When a man must work To throw a shovelful of dirt at me have been unable to discover any rec
are 50c, payable in advance. Of turn to the devotion and the sym hard and fight as endlessly for From graves of buried custom. Build ord whatsoever of even the slightest
Congressional dissension with Mr.
fice hours are from 5 to 6 daily. pathy and the great-hearted unity of as
a church!
as the Eskimo what time
Morrill’s
views.
a handful of-Eskimos after the perils preservation
he for deceit and crime and sus Why, some wild, scatterbrain will It certainly appears reasonable to
of a hunt, than all the years of eased has
next attempt
and greed? It is the exploita
say, then, that one of the intentions
and padded and well-preserved lon picion
To
stop
one of my turbines with a of
of all our advanced living that
the Federal government in the en
gevity. Does deceit and tact and the tion
Notice ^
prayer!
*
made mockery of our lives and
actment
of the Morrill Act was to
sickening sweetness of social nicety has
twisted our moral natures and Build a church! I’ll have you cased prescribe a course of compulsory.mili
give
us
any
more
stability,
any
more
in glass
All contributions for the Stu
down the straight clean
tary training in all colleges which
any life on the levels of de trampled
dent Writer should be in by courage,
And
dangled over streets for crowds might originate under the provisions
lines
of
thought
and
emotion
and
vir
cency
and
cooperationwhich
these
to see.
April 10. Hand material to Eskimos maintain? What restraint, tue. The Eskimo found that out
of this act. When any state, there
any member of the English De what assiduity and fortitude and when the traders swindled and be Why would you build a church?
fore, decided to accept the benefits of
partment.
DAVID
the act it entered into a contractual
open-heartedness have we in compari trayed and exploited him at every
PROF. CARROLL TOWLE. son? Woman loves man, and man turn. And the same thing happened To offer thanks for corn instead of agreement with the Federal govern
the very boundaries of our
steel,
ment, which agreement stands as sol
respects woman, and hospitality and within
great and exalted land of equality to For growth instead of grinding even idly today as at any time since 1862.
There is abundant evidence to the
ness,
day; witness, the exploitation and
treatment of the Indians, where To put a touch of green in human effect that the accepting states were
fully aware of the obligatory func
millions of dollars appropriated for
souls
the betterment of that race are used Where office walls have bred a black tions, military and otherwise, which
the Morrill Act imposed upon them. In
for nepotism.
decay.
regard the New Hampshire leg
What virtues greater than courage, To make each soundless sentence of this
islature,
in its June session of the
your
law
industry, loyalty and temperance do
year 1866, gave hearing to a joint
we want? We can think of none. Sing with the merriment of hope re resolution
introduced by “Mr. Bailey,
gained.
And the Eskimo has them all, and he
of
Lyme,”
who said:
Your
enterprise
must
go!
Your
liv
retains through them the one thing
“Whereas
the honorable David
ing men,
we have lost in trying to in crease our
C ulver, la te of Lym e, in th e coun
capacity to enjoy: that is, happiness. Flesh upon flesh like sag g in g san d ty
of Grafton and state of New
bags piled,
What fallacy and farce it is to try to
Hampshire,
deceased, by his last
convert these people to our ways of Have lost the very consciousness of will and testament
gave to the
life,
life! What could be more humane
State
of
New
Hampshire
his
than to allow some races to remain Letting their blood to mix a smooth homestead farm, containing about
cement!
outside the insane madness of our
400 acres of land, and situated
marts, beyond the super-satanic Hell Your enterprise must go! Your lips in said Lyme, * * * to be em
are cold!
of our Wall Streets, and our fiendish
ployed under the authority of
rackets and unintelligible specializa The arteries of all your plans are said State of New Hampshire in
hard!
tion and legality.
perpetuity as an experimental
Tear
down your walls and build farm,
and for the location of an
All our dreams of a great and
human hands,
agricultural college for mechani
scientifically advanced society are an Withwith
human faith and patience and cal; military, classical, and scien
illusion. For they do not change or
long
toil.
tific purposes, agreeably to the
improve one iota the basic and ever
living people rot in endless rows provisions of a law of the United
lasting responses, emotions, thoughts Your
and at wheels and States, approved July 2, 1862.
and loves which lie at the heart of At switchboards
steel
controls,
* * * provided said State should
human living, civilized or savage. While iron and concrete flourish, and accept
the bequests aforesaid
All that we can do now—for we can
machines
within
two
not go back—is to adapt ourselves as Bloodless and heavy jointed stretch cease * * years from his de
best we can to society on a large and
move.
On the same day, probably follow
complicated scale, and try to resur You and
ing
after the above resolution,
cold
creator
of
a
crusted
realm,
rect those virtues which the Eskimo Break me against the corner of a the directly
legislature resolved:
still has. By him our crude barbari
“That the State of New Hamp
ties can be put to shame, and our And wall,
shire
does hereby accept of said
make
my
bones
into
your
engine
moral retchings turned into the
bequests,
with the conditions
bolts,
healthy purgative of vomiting.
thereto
annexed
by the terms of
Convert
my
breath
to
sound
of
piston
If what we have sought for all
said
will,
and
locate
the agricul
rods,
these centuries is proficiency, we have And watch my blood boil in a furnace tural college, to be established
ac
it. But if what we have sought for
cording to the provisions of the
gauge!
is greater happiness, we have left it
act of Congress, approved July 2,
with the Eskimo.
1862, on the farm of said Cul
Military Training
ver * * * . ” ( Journal of the Sen
THE RULER
Without vacuum tubes, Long Distance tele
and House of Representatives
—An Editorial ate
Steel piled on shining steel, and
N.
H.
1866.)
(Continued
from
Pag-e
1)
phony would hardly be possible. But with these
stone on stone,
By
reason
foregoing it there
little tubes placed in “repeaters” or amplifiers at 50
Rushing to meet the hot sun year such legislation at any subsequent fore should ofbe theplainly
evident that
by year,
mile intervals along the line—even a whisper carries
period.
What,
then,
were
the
inten
the
state
of
New
Hampshire
as
Steel drills revolving in the bowels tions of those men who drafted and contractually bound as is any isother
from coast to coast!
of earth,
enacted the Morrill Act of 1862? What
to uphold the terms of the
With many tubes used in tandem, individual per
Steel cleaving waterways and rid were the conditions under which it state
Morrill
Act as they were originally
formance must be almost perfect— or cumulative
ing air,
became law?
intended by the leaders of our state
Joining the roaring subways to the We feel that a very good answer to and nation.
distortion would render speech unintelligible. That
stars,
both of these questions is contained in What line of reasoning Mr. Rudd
today’s Long Distance connections are so reliable
Riveting
continent
to
continent.
an address delivered in Congress at employed in so twisting legal inter
and clear, is a tribute to the skill used in making
Along the pavement of ten million that time by Justin S. Morrill, chief pretation that he not only .convinced
Western Electric tubes.
lives
sponsor of the act which has since as himself but, in addition, sought to
Manufacturing nearly all Bell System apparatus,
My bright metallic power has gath sumed his name. In part, he spoke as convince others that the full respon
ered speed
follows:
sibility for our present system of
Western Electric contributes much to the quality
Till
now
the
cities
chafe
the
swol
“Something
of
military
instruc
compulsory
military training rests
of telephone service.
len skies,
tion has been incorporated in the squarely upon the shoulders of our
Each muscle of mankind is bolted bill in consequence of the new President and Board of Trustees is
conviction of its necessity forced far beyond our power to comprehend,
firm
upon the attention of the loyal as must also be the case, we feel sure,
Into the sockets of machinery.
states by the history of the past for a great many others.
And yet the people stir uneasily
year
(1861). A total unprepared
For this reason we have here at
Like prison hinges in a windy dusk. ness presents
too many tempta tempted to interpret this whole mat
When all they have to do is spin a tions, even to a foe otherwise ter in as clear a manner as our own
dial,
WHY NOT TAKE A TRIP HOME BY TELEPHONE?
weak. The national school at moderate measures of ability will al

They pick you up
every 50 miles

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
—TONIGHT AT HALF-PAST EIGHT
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low, and we sincerely hope that we
have aided somewhat the combined
causes of truth, justice, and, above all,
clear thinking.

should place consistently. Marlak will
run the two mile event and should
push the leaders and probably will
surprise the spectators defeating some
of the favorites.
With Miller, Ranchynoski, Taylor,
and Tryon in the broad jump, one
winner will doubtless be developed by
Coach Sweet.
by Ralph C. Rudd
Ranchynoski looks good in the high
Last week some few of you may jump and will offer last year’s vet
have read my humble efforts in “The erans plenty of opposition. Jorgenson
Wildcat Says” column. It seems, and Kimball are also practicing daily
though, that kitty is the paper’s pet, in this event so a starter will not be
and therefore is not destined to be determined until a later date.
the mouthpiece of such a radical as I. Milt Johnson looks to be the best
So yours truly is in a new stall.
man in the weight events and should
win many points in the short put.
There has been much talk—and Stan Manning looks like a good bet
much writing—about the R. O. T. C., in the hammer throw.
but much of it has missed the point. Ken White is the outstanding con
For instance, there is the editorial of tender in the pole vault. Much is ex
last week entitled, “Abolish the R. O. pected from him.
T. C.?” The two sophomores in The schedule although short, is
question were not seeking the aboli nevertheless a very interesting one
tion of the R. O. T. C. The present as strong college teams are to be met.
issue is entirely one of the freedom A powerful Holy Cross track squad
of the conscience of the individual. will meet New Hampshire in the open
ing meet of the season at Durham,
Perhaps it is not generally known May 5. The outcome is in doubt as
that the former policy of exempting the actual strength of Holy Cross is
conscientious objectors from the mili in the dark although they have many
tary training was discontinued some fine middle distance men as was seen
what over a year ago, when too many by their creditable relay perform
students began to think for them ances. They also have outstanding
selves. It seems now, though, that athletes in the sprints and weight
the administration may reconsider its events.
policy, and try to solve the problem Brown and Springfield, and prob
constructively. More power to it! The ably Northeastern, with the addition
of the New Hampshire Intercollegi
effort needs to be made.
ate Championship meet will complete
It is strange that the editors know the short but difficult schedule.
so little about Communism. The As a side attraction, the intramural
Union, yes—but T h e N ew H a m p  track meet will be staged on or about
sh ir e —! A Communist can’t be a pac April 21.
ifist, for he believes revolution is nec
essary. Have the editors never heard
of “Socialism,” or is that too respect
able to be desired as an epithet?
And now, how about Democracy?
Why does it need such an army? Can Hutchins and Lampesis Win
it be to do the will of the majority Second and Third Places
of the people, who don’t want a war
in Freshman Contest
at all? Or do we need an army to
collect from Germany for Wall Street, The 1934 Freshman Rifle Competi
on investments gambled at thirteen tion, which was held in the armory
per cent, interest charges? Or could rifle range on March 29 and 30, was
it be to do the strong arm work in won by Moody Howe with a score of
Cuba for the Chase National Bank? 187 out of a possible 200. L. G.
Or perhaps it is simply to suppress Hutchins gained second place with a
striking coal miners who want some score of 186, and R. T. Lampesis was
thing to eat. There are, you see, third with the score of 185. These
nasty rumors that perhaps the mili three men showed excellent marks
tary machine doesn’t serve Democracy manship to win the first three places
alone, as some would have us believe, from a long list of competitors.
but, like almost everything else, works The firing consisted of two sight
for the real governing body of the ing shots and ten record shots from
nation, the big business interests, a a prone position. Small bore A tar
most undemocratic and unjust Autoc gets with six bull’s-eyes were used at
racy.
a range of fifty feet.
The freshman rifle competition is
an annual contest and comes at the
Track Men Work
of the spring term follow
Out on Cinders beginning
ing the winter term instruction in fir
(Continued from Page 4)
ing for all freshman Military Sci
As usual, Darling will run both the ence students. Lieutenant James F.
880-yard run and the mile run. Much McGraw, who directs these annual
is expected of this New E ng lan d competitions, is able to “size up”
champion, and he should gather many freshmen for the varsity rifle team
valuable points toward the Wildcat the next year. At the conclusion of
cause. Spear may run either the half the contest, Lieutenant McGraw
mile or one mile event. Webster, last stated that this year’s group was one
year’s middle distance star, is seek of the largest to compete since its
ing a starting berth in either the mile origin three years ago. He is look
or two mile run. McLeod is shaping ing forward to increased interest in
up well in the two mile event and future competitions.

The
World Moves.,.

Howe is Winner of
Rifle Competition

DOES YOUR ALLOVgpNCE
HAVE
SYMPTOMS
Loss of weight? Anemia? Inability to last
out the week?
These are signs of overwork.
You can relieve your allowance of one bur
den... your laundry bill. Send your laundry
home— collect, if need be. W e’ll call for it,
take it home, and bring it back again quickly,
and, who knows, maybe even prepaid. See
how your allowance responds to this tonic.
W e give a receipt on collection and take
another one on delivery. Railway Express is
a nation-wide organization that has served
your Alma Mater for many years. It provides
rapid, dependable service everywhere for
laundry, baggage and shipments of all kinds.
Telephone the nearest Railway Express
agent for service or information.
The best there is in transportation

SERVING THE NATION FOR 95 YEARS
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elected for the coming year: presi Mr. and Mrs. Charles Marlak of The meeting was enthusiastic, and
dent, Bernice I. Whitehead; vice- New York City visited their son it is felt that the parents of Durham
are interested in and will support the
Continuous from 2.15
president, Elizabeth Mecklem; secre Charles Sunday.
tary, Barbara S. Wright; treasurer, Recent initiates of Theta Kappa Phi museum. Several campus organiza
Elinor H. Foss; alumni officer, Isa are Thomas Caddigan, of Dover; tions and individual students have ex
belle K. Hermes; editor, N. Mar James Quardros, of Gloucester, Mass.; pressed their interest. Psi Lambda is
Dover, N. H.
guerite Ekdahl; chaplain, Eleanor Chester Kingman, of Winchester; at present working on a contribution. Perhaps you noticed the interesting Burrows has experimented with clays
Arkell; Pan-Hellenic delegate, Alice Raymond Bogeart, of Manchester; The museum is now located in Ballard work in the display of pottery at from many deposits in New Hamp
Tel. 420
Hazlitt.
Charles Costa of Lawrence, Mass.; Hall, Room 207.
Mclntire’s show window last week. shire and has finally determined that
WEEK OF APRIL 8
Leo Scannell, of Manchester; Roger
A.
W.
S.
These
fine
products
were
made
at
the
ware
can
be^made
from
them
which
Alpha Gamma Rho
Belanger, of Manchester; Robert Beli- The following nominations have University of New Hampshire. The is dense and water tight, if care is
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
Among recent visitors at the house iveau, of Manchester; William Grecke, been
made for officers of the Univer work is being carried on by the En taken in regulating the temperature
were Harold “Butch” Garland of of Tilton; Samuel Levis, Haverhill, sity Association
Women Students. gineering Experiment Station in co when the ware is being fired.
“ WONDER BAR”
Portsmouth, who has been working on Mass.; Vincent Muntoon, of Nashua; The elections wereof held
Thursday at operation with the League of New In the building of Old Dover
a C. W. A. survey of the state, and Theodore Nawoj, of Manchester; Murkland
Auditorium.
WEDNESDAY ONLY
Hampshire Arts and Crafts.
Pottery named in honor of the old
Arnold Hangas who is working in Jeremiah Sullivan, of Concord; John For president:
Witham and Pottery making at the University potters of New Hampshire, the
VICTOR McLAGLEN
Farm Bureau work as a substitute Mahoney, Manchester; Alfred Giblin Ruth Bresnahan; Ruth
vice-president, of New Hampshire is under the su glazer and body of the pottery are
milk tester.
of Concord; Benjamin Lekesky, of Martha Burns and for
“ LOST PATROL”
Richard pervision of Mason A. Burrows of made entirely of New Hampshire
A “vie” party was held Saturday Worcester, Mass.; and ' Lucien Dau- son; for secretary,Dorothy
Marion
Platts,
Exeter, N. H. Classes in this work
night with Mr. and Mrs. Edson East couse, of Greenville.
THURSDAY ONLY
Ann Corson, and Dorothy Foster. Ar- are conducted by Miss Munroe of materials.
man as chaperones.
Another problem, which the old
Zero degree was held last Thurs line
Brazil
was
nominated
as
treas
JEAN PARKER
Boston.
potters
had
to
contend
with,
was
that
day night. There will be a vie party urer. Two senior members were
LEWIS STONE
Alpha Tau Omega
of
finishing
or
glazing
the
pottery.
Because
of
the
tendency
for
the
at
the
house
Saturday
night.
Pro of
elected from among the following: ware to leak, a difficulty which the They found that in the heating and
Recent initiates of Alpha Tau Ome
“ LA ZY RIVER”
Jane Slobodzian, Ruth Towle, Edith early potters of New Hampshire were cooling of the pottery that there was
ga are Edward Blood, Walter Weeks.
-----------------9-----------------------TENNIS CLUB
Phi Mu
Baldwin, Grace Ernst, and Margaret unable to overcome, this craft disap an unequal expansion and contraction
Philip Christopher, Parker Holt, AlFRIDAY ONLY
Theta Gamma announces the mar Tobey. Two juniors were elected from peared from the state and it has only between the glaze and the clay body.
vah Tinker, and Sumner Webster.
ALINE
MacMAHON
Newport, R. I.
Lee Stimmell and Monty Theodos riage of Jean Moore to Arthur G. the following: Helen Henderson, been a short time that New Hamp By long study and experimentation,
Brown,
of
Canterbury,
N.
H.
Katherine
Mason,
Barbara
Brown,
were recent visitors at the chapter
“ HEAT LIGHTNING”
shire clays have been successfully glazes have been prepared which can
Florence Baker, ’32, was a recent and Eleanor Huddleston.
house.
be
used
successfully.
used in pottery building. Through
visitor at the chapter house.
SATURDAY ONLY
the
solution of technical problems It is interesting to know that these
Nancy Carlisle, ’34, is doing exten
Alpha Kappa Pi
Pan-Hellenic
ROBERT
MONTGOMERY
the Engineering Experiment mat face glazes of green, brown, and
We take pleasure in announcing the sion work in several counties.
As yet there has been no meeting by
Station
and
through
the
efforts
of
Mr.
yellow colors which are now being
MYSTERY OF MR. X ’
pledging of William Andberg, promi
of the new members of Pan-Hellenic. Burrows it has been proved that New used
on Old Dover Pottery are as
A. A. U. W.
nent letter man on campus. Bill, as he
The
president
for
next
year
will
be
materials can be used suc beautiful as any that can be found in
is familiarly known, was captain of Last Thursday evening a joint Mildred Doyle of the Kappa Delta Hampshire
cessfully
in
pottery making. Mr. this country.
last year’s Winter Sports team, and meeting of the Great Bay Branch of house. Ruth Bresnahan of Phi Mu
the
American
Association
of
Univer
Spring Play of Mask
for the past two years has been In
will serve as secretary and treasurer.
tercollegiate Winter Sports Union sity Women and the Parent Teachers’
perience with study at Minnesota un Religious Groups on
and Dagger Selected
champion in snowshoeing. Among Association was held in the Commu
der the late Dr. C. H. Eckles, one of
(Continued
from Page 1)
Phi
Sigma
Campus
Will
Unite
Bill’s other accomplishments are pole nity House. The Children’s Museum, The local chapter of Phi Sigma, America’s leading dairy authorities,
from Page 1)
vaulting, and distance running on the which the A. A. U. W. started last honorary biological society, held its and received the degree of Master of ments (Continued
of
purpose
be discarded German translation it has played in
track team, not to mention the fact year in Durham, was the subject of weekly
Science at the conclusion of his course and a new, inclusive will
meeting
at
the
A.
T.
0.
house
statement
of pur Berlin.
the
meeting,
and
several
speakers
and
that he was a member of the U. N. H
Wednesday evening. During the busi in 1925. Mr. Morrow has continued pose developed.
Leave your racket at
Harrier outfit which won the N. E. I. exhibits from the collection ac ness
candidates were nomi his advanced study and expects soon According to the new plan the ad Although the play was written as a
C. A. A. title and retained it for two quainted those present with the na nated meeting
for
the
election
to be to complete the requirements for his ministration of the Student Chris foreign production, Howard has so
G -T f
ture of the project and the progress held next week. Afterof officers
years.
skillfully arranged it that there is not
the business doctor’s degree.
tian Movement will be in the hands the
Ralph “Peep” DeRonde is back already made.
slightest suggestion of foreign in
meeting
a
program
of
valuable
and
BR A D M clN TIR E
Professor
Morrow
was
a
member
of
of a cabinet including a president, fluence;
with us after having stayed out of Mrs. Naomi Ekdahl, chairman of interesting papers were read by some the research staff of Clemson College, vice-president,
the usual awkward idiomatic
secretary treasurer. expressions
the museum committee, spoke on the of the members. One of these attract
school during the winter term.
present in a work
state agricultural college of South There will be a considerable number of this sort usually
It is with regret that we view the museum, telling something of the dif ing much attention was given by Dr. the
are
entirely
lacking.
Carolina, for three years, and during of commissions dealing with vital sub
departure from campus of Orien K. ficulties encountered and overcome in Donald Chapman on why New Hamp three
succeeding years divided his jects and problems and committees
Reid, an alumnus whose interest in starting the museum here in Durham, shire, especially Durham, had such time between
teaching and research will be formed as needed.
and
introduced
members
of
her
com
us
we
deeply
appreciate.
by Barbara Fuller
cold
weather
this
winter.
in
dairy
husbandry
at West Virginia The new organization aims not to
mittee,
Miss
Doris
Dart,
Miss
Irma
Brothers DeRonde, Andberg, and
TUFTS COLLEGE
The
meeting
adjourned
after
re
Alpha Chi Omega
University.
He
comes
to New Hamp throw away anything of value in
Bowen,
and
Mrs.
Dorothy
Barton,
who
Lyon
have
been
appointed
to
attend
freshments
were
enjoyed.
Miriam Gardner Dunnan visited at to the planning and building of a explained their particular depart
shire from Rutgers University in New the old and to keep close contact with
the house last Friday.
ments
of
the
work.
Jersey where he has been engaged New England and national trends of DENTAL SCHOOL
Edith Baldwin has returned from booth for the Casque and Casket Ball Miss Eleanor Johnson of Newbury- Appointment Made
Feuflded 1900
since 1931 in dairy extension work. thought and organization.
the Alpha Chi Omega Province Con
D
en
tisth
y
has
developed into an important
It
is
thought
that
Mr.
Morrow’s
va
port,
a
graduate
of
the
University,
Delta Epsilon Pi
branch of health service. In order to meet
to Agr’l Faculty ried experience will prove helpful in
vention which was held in Toronto
its obligation to humanity, it needs men
and
who
has
been
connected
with
the
Warren
Greer
and
Robert
Thayer
Alumni
Notes
women of the highest intellect, backed
New officers were installed Tues
(Continued from Page 1)
Children’s Museum of Brooklyn, told
his work in which he will be called ’25—The engagement of Miss Cora byandsuperior
training.
day evening. They are: president were recently pledged.
men and women who are inter
of the work done there and of the in
upon not only to teach resident J. Erickson to Sidney S. Ayers was estedCollege
in a career in this field of work may
Edith Baldwin; vice-president, Elean
terest of the children in their museum. tical experience in the management of courses in dairying, but to serve on announced recently.
obtain a prospectus of the educational re
Chi Alpha
quirements by addressing
or Huddleston; recording secretary A “vie”Lambda
She
showed
and
explained
an
exhibit
the
Experiment
Station
Staff,
and
to
dairy
cattle
and
equipment
while
Op
party
was
held
at
the
house
’32—A
son,
John
Ripley,
Jr.,
was
H
o w a rd M . M arJerison, D.M .D., Dean
Katherine Barnes; corresponding last Friday night. Dean and Mrs in natural history which she had erating a rented dairy farm in south contribute to the extension dairy pro born on March 27, 1934, to Mr. arid
Tufts College Dental School
secretary, Betty Scudder, and treasu French were chaperones.
mude.
402 Huntington Ave.
Boston, Mass.
gram
as
well.
ern
Minnesota.
He
followed
this
ex
Mrs.
John
R.
Gleason
of
Dublin,
N.
H.
rer, Doris Fowler.
Phi Delta Upsilon
Alpha Xi Delta
Brothers Wesley Haines, ’33, How
A “vie” party was held last Sat ard Feindel, ’33, and Maynard Mc
urday evening at the chapter house Lean, ’33, were visitors at the house
One of our younger members is suf last week-end.
fering from the hives—we’re expect A “vie” party was held last Fri
ing honey soon.
day with Dr. and Mrs. Slanetz as
We are glad to report that Betty chaperones.
Wall, ’34, and Madlon Pickett, ’37, are The annual election of officers of
both recovering from recent opera Phi Delta Upsilon fraternity was held
tions for appendicitis.
Tuesday night. The following officers
Betty Gale has just returned from were elected: president, Carroll
Indiana where she spent her vacation Little; vice-president, Harold Wilk
with her sister who is a student at De ins; secretary, Robert Dustin; treas
Pauw University.
urer, Chester Perkins.
Elections were held Tuesday and
Phi Mu Delta
the following girls will hold offices
for the ensuing year: president, Ruth A “vie” party was held Friday
Towle; vice-president, Helen Hender night from eight to ten, with about
son; recording secretary, Dorothy twenty-five couples in attendance. Mrs
Bond; corresponding secretary, Mar Henderson, the house mother, was the
jorie Phillips; treasurer, Betty Gale; chaperon.
historian, Eleanor .Osgood; marshall
Pi Kappa Alpha
Constance Caldwell; chaplain, Mary
Holmes; house manager, Helen Chase; Paul Caros and Gilbert Crosby are
now living at the house.
social chairman, Sally Perkins.
John Gleason, ’32, has an eight
pound baby boy.
Chi Omega
party was held at the house
Founders Day was observed by the lastA “vie”
Saturday night.
local chapter last Thursday.
In , & £
Mrs. Langley was a luncheon guest
' 'VvV
Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon
at the chapter house Wednesday noon
Lieutenant Jordan was a supper
guest at the house on Tuesday eve
Kappa Delta
Lillian Holt, ’34, is practice teach ning.
!
ing in Haverhill, Mass., this term.
Theta Chi
Gabrielle Grenier, ’33, has left for
an indefinite visit to Artesia, Cali The following men were initiated
recently: Frederick Schipper, New
fornia.
Dorothea Knott, ’36, has returned ton, Mass.; John Woodruff, Ports
from a two weeks’ visit with friends mouth; Howard Pike, Goshen; Ken
neth Norris, Melrose, Mass.; Harry
in Washington, D. C.
Isabel Thomas, ’31, was a recent Morrill, Tuftonboro; Richard Messer,
guest at the Kappa Delta house. New London; Karl Manchester, Provi
Alpha Sigma chapter is pleased to dence, R. I.; Howard Locke, Amherst;
announce the pledging of Eleanor Martin Littlefield, Hampstead; Moody
Brown, ’37, of Hampton Falls, N. H., Howe, Haverhill, Mass.; Clayson
on April 2.
Glover, Milan; Robert Flanders, N.
Barbara Brown and Marion Phil Haverhill; William Farmer, Man
1•
lips were recently elected to repre chester; Robert Davison, Manchester;
sent Alpha Sigma chapter at the Beta John Dane, Salem, Mass.; Roger
Province conclave of Kappa Delta’s Clarke, S. Hanson, Mass.; John Car
to be Held April 29 and 30 in Burling rier, Edgewood, R. I.; Robert Brown
ton, Vt.
ing, Salem, Mass.; Oliver Branch,
Manchester; Charles Batchelder, Exe
ter,''N. H.
Theta Upsilon
Tau chapter of Theta Upsilon takes
a
Theta Kappa Epsilon
pleasure in announcing the initiation
of Jessica Duckworth Allen, ’37, of At a recent election the following
as our honest belief that the
Springfield, Mass., Anne Corson, ’37, officers were elected: president, Frank
of Dover, N. H., and Emma Pearl Sargent; vice-president, Laurient Du
tobaccos used in Chesterfield
m
Rowe, ’37, of Exeter, N. H., on Fri bois; secretary, Ralph Erskine; treas
day, March 30.
urer, Robert Caughey.
are of finer quality—and hence
Prucia M. Lanen, ’33, of Melrose,
Mass., was a recent guest at the chap
Theta Kappa Phi
of better taste—than in any
ter house.
The following officers were recently
other cigarette at the price.
Professor and Mrs. Hennessy were elected for the coming year: president,
the dinner guests on Wednesday Harry Telge, Manchester; vice-presi
Lig g e t t & M yers T obacco c o m p a n y
night, April 4.
dent, Roland White, Lancaster; sec
At fraternity meeting on Tuesday retary, Philip Cashman, Tilton; treas
night the following officers were urer, Arthur Tobin, Manchester.

Pottery Display at College Shop
Viewed by Many During Week

Rackets
Restrung
by

John J. Conroy
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